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Abstract

We study the problem of minimizing overall trip time for battery electric vehicles in road
networks. As battery capacity is limited, stops at charging stations may be inevitable. Careful
route planning is crucial, since charging stations are scarce and recharging is time-consuming.
We extend the Constrained Shortest Path problem for electric vehicles with realistic models
of charging stops, including varying charging power and battery swapping stations. While the
resulting problem is NP-hard, we propose a combination of algorithmic techniques to achieve good
performance in practice. Extensive experimental evaluation shows that our approach (CHArge)
enables computation of optimal solutions on realistic inputs, even of continental scale. Finally,
we investigate heuristic variants of CHArge that derive high-quality routes in well below a second
on sensible instances.

1 Introduction
Electromobility promises independence of fossil fuels, zero (local) emissions, and higher energy-
efficiency, especially for city traffic. Yet, most of the significant algorithmic progress on route
planning in road networks has focused on conventional combustion-engine cars; see Bast et al. [2]
for an overview. Battery electric vehicles (EVs), however, are different: Most importantly, for the
foreseeable future, they have limited driving range, charging stations are still much rarer than gas
stations, and recharging is time-consuming. Thus, routes can become infeasible (the battery runs
empty), and fast routes may be less favorable when accounting for longer recharging time. In this
work, we aim to find the overall fastest (capacity-constrained) route, considering charging stops
when necessary.

∗This paper is the full version of an extended abstract [6] published at the 23rd ACM SIGSPATIAL International
Conference on Advances in Geographic Information Systems. It builds upon theses of two of the authors [5, 65].
Our work was supported by DFG Research Grant WA654/16–2 and DFG Research Grant WA654/23–1.
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Related Work. Classic route planning approaches apply Dijkstra’s algorithm [18] to a graph
representation of the transportation network, using fixed scalar arc weights corresponding to, e. g.,
driving time. For faster queries, speedup techniques have been proposed, with different benefits in
terms of preprocessing time and space, query speed, and simplicity [2]. A* search [32] uses vertex
potentials to guide the search towards the target. A successful variant, ALT (A*, Landmarks,
Triangle Inequality) [27], obtains good potentials from precomputed distances to selected landmark
vertices. Contraction Hierarchies (CH) [24], on the other hand, iteratively contract vertices in
increasing order of (heuristic) importance during preprocessing, maintaining distances between all
remaining vertices by adding shortcut arcs where necessary. The CH query is then bidirectional,
starting from source and target, and proceeds only from less important to more important vertices.
Combining both techniques, Core-ALT [4] contracts all but the most important vertices (e. g., the
top 1%), performing ALT on the remaining core graph. This approach can also be extended to
more complex scenarios, such as edge constraints to model, e. g., maximum allowed vehicle height or
weight [23]. More recently, techniques (including variants of CH and ALT) were introduced that
allow an additional customization after preprocessing, to account for dynamic or user-dependent
metrics [11, 17, 19]. Also, approaches towards extended scenarios exist, such as batched shortest
paths [12] or shortest via paths [1, 14]. Here, a common approach is to make use of a relatively fast
target selection phase, precomputing distances to relevant points of interest to enable faster queries.
However, these techniques were only evaluated for single-criterion search, where the distance between
two vertices is always a unique scalar value. For multi-criteria scenarios, on the other hand, problem
complexity and solution sizes increase significantly, and practical approaches are only known for
basic problem variants [21, 23, 56]. For a more complete overview of techniques and combinations,
see Bast et al. [2].
Regarding route planning for EVs, the battery must not fully deplete during a ride, but energy

is recuperated when braking (e. g., going downhill), up to the maximum capacity. These battery
constraints must be checked during route computation. This can be done implicitly, by weighting
each road segment with a profile, mapping current state of charge (SoC) to actual consumption
wrt. battery constraints [10, 20, 54]. If battery constraints have to be obeyed, both preprocessing
and queries of speedup techniques are slower compared to the standard shortest path problem [7,
20, 57]. Several natural problem formulations specific to EV routing exist. Some optimize energy
consumption [7, 10, 20, 49, 54], often, however, resulting in routes resorting to minor (i. e., slow)
roads to save energy. Constrained Shortest Path (CSP) formulations [30] ask to find the most
energy-efficient route without exceeding a certain driving time—or finding the fastest route that does
not violate battery constraints [55]. More recent works additionally take speed planning into account
to trade driving speed for energy consumption [9, 33]. These works derive exact and heuristic
algorithms, which achieve good query times after preprocessing the input network, but do not
include charging stops in route optimization. Another approach separates queries into two phases,
optimizing driving time and energy consumption, respectively [28]. This allows for reasonably fast
queries (even without preprocessing), but results are not optimal in general, i. e., there might be
paths with lower trip time that respect battery constraints.

Without recharging, large parts of the road network are simply not reachable by an EV, rendering
long-distance trips impossible. For conventional cars, broad availability of gas stations and short
refuel duration allow to neglect this issue in route optimization. Strehler et al. [58] give theoretical
insights into the CSP problem for EVs including charging stops. Most importantly, they develop a
fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for this problem. Unfortunately, the algorithm
is slow in practice.
Often, previous works dealing with the CSP problem for EVs have considered charging stations

under the simplifying assumptions that the charging process takes constant time (independent of
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the initial SoC) and always results in a fully recharged battery [28, 55, 57]. Then, feasible paths
between charging stations are independent of source and target, hence easily precomputed. Routes
with a minimum number of intermediate charging stops can then be computed in less than a second
on subcountry-scale graphs [55, 57]. Nevertheless, the simple model used in these works only applies
to battery swapping stations, which are still an unproven technology and business model.
For regular charging stations, charging time depends on both the current SoC and the desired

SoC, as well as the charging power provided by the station. Kobayashi et al. [38] distinguish slow
and fast charging stations, but assume that the battery is always fully recharged. They propose a
heuristic search based on preselected candidates of charging stations for a given pair of source and
target. Their approach takes several seconds for suboptimal results on metropolitan-scale routes.
In reality, while nearly linear for low SoC, the charging rate decreases when approaching the

battery’s limit. Thus, it can be reasonable to only charge up to a fraction of the limit. Sweda et al. [59]
reflect this behavior by combining a linear with an exponential function for high SoC. Liu et al. [41]
model charging between 0% and 80% SoC with a linear function, but recharging above 80% SoC is
suppressed altogether. Neither approach was shown to scale to road networks of realistic size. Also,
even though omitting the possibility of charging beyond 80% might be appropriate for regions well
covered with charging stations, it drastically deteriorates reachability in regions with few stations,
where recharging to a full battery can be inevitable [44].

Other works discretize possible charging durations to model different options [35, 58, 63]. This
enables search algorithms that closely resemble the well-known bicriteria shortest path algorithm [31].
Some recent works only optimize energy consumption along routes with charging stops, while

ignoring travel time entirely to simplify the problem setting [10, 57]. A technique based on dynamic
programming to optimize a certain cost function on a route with charging stops is given by Sweda
and Klabjan [60], extending previous approaches on refueling strategies for conventional cars [37, 40].
Similarly, Liao et al. [39] use dynamic programming to solve different routing problems for EVs,
including the possibility of battery swaps along the way.

The publications mentioned so far deal with shortest path problems for a single EV. In addition to
that, charging stops are also considered in several works dealing with vehicle (fleet) routing problems
for EVs [15, 26, 39, 44, 45, 47, 51, 52, 64]. These problems are handled by means of mathematical
programming or heuristics. Aiming at complex scenarios (often involving optimization for multiple
vehicles and variants of the Traveling Salesman Problem), the approaches do not scale to large
input instances. Furthermore, most of them rely on the simplified charging models discussed above,
e. g., allowing only battery swaps or (uniform) linear charging. A notable exception is the work of
Montoya et al. [44], which explicitly models nonlinear charging processes to achieve more realistic
results when computing charging stops for a vehicle along a given route. In fact, it builds upon the
model we propose (and generalize) in this work, available from previous publications [6, 65].

Contribution and Outline. In this work, we extend the CSP problem to planning routes that, while
respecting battery constraints, minimize overall trip time, including time spent at charging stations.
Unlike previous works, our solution handles all types of charging stations accurately: battery
swapping stations, regular charging stations with various charging powers, as well as superchargers.
In particular, charging times are not independent of the current SoC when arriving at a charging
station. Additionally, the charging process can be interrupted as soon as further charging would
delay the arrival at the target. This results in a challenging, NP-hard problem, for which even
the construction of basic exponential-time algorithms is nontrivial. We propose a label-setting
search, which is capable of propagating continuous tradeoffs induced by charging stops using labels
of constant size. Since the problem is NP-hard, we do not guarantee polynomial running times.
However, carefully incorporating recharging models in speedup techniques, our approach is the first to
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solve a realistic setting optimally and within seconds, for road networks of country-scale and beyond.
Key ingredients of our speedup techniques are a bicriteria extension of CH and generalizations of
A* search, where we incorporate SoC and required charging time into the derived bounds. For
even faster queries, we propose heuristic approaches that offer high (empirical) quality. Extensive
experiments on detailed and realistic data show that our approach produces sensible results and,
even though it is designed to solve a more complex and realistic problem, clearly outperforms and
broadens the state-of-the-art.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 sets necessary notation and specifies
our model and the problem. Section 3 presents our basic label-propagating approach. It turns out
that as its most crucial ingredient, a limited number of new labels must be generated at charging
stations to ensure termination and correctness of the approach. We derive methods to construct
such labels in Section 4. To improve practical performance of our exponential-time algorithm, we
propose tuning based on A* search in Section 5 and the speedup technique CH in Section 6. We also
discuss how both techniques can be combined to further reduce practical running times in Section 7.
Section 8 introduces heuristics, which drop correctness for faster queries. Section 9 experimentally
evaluates all approaches on large, realistic input. We close with final remarks in Section 10.

2 Model and Problem Statement
We consider directed, weighted graphs G = (V,A) with vertices V and arcs A ⊆ V × V , together
with two arc weight functions d : A → R≥0 and c : A → R, representing driving time and energy
consumption on an arc, respectively. Vertices are neighbors if they are connected by an arc. We
simplify notation by defining d(u, v) := d((u, v)) and c(u, v) := c((u, v)) for an arc (u, v) ∈ A.
An s–t path in a graph G is defined as a sequence P = [s = v1, v2 . . . , vk = t] of vertices, such

that (vi, vi+1) ∈ A for 1 ≤ i < k. If s = t, we call P a cycle. Given two paths P = [v1, . . . , vi]
and Q = [vi, . . . , vk], we denote by P ◦ Q := [v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vk] their concatenation. The driving
time on a path P is d(P ) =

∑k−1
i=1 d(vi, vi+1). For energy consumption, this is more involved: First

of all, note that consumption can be negative due to recuperation, though cycles with negative
consumption are physically ruled out. Moreover, the battery has a limited capacity M ∈ R≥0, and
the SoC can neither exceed this limit nor drop below 0. Therefore, we must take battery constraints
into account. For an s–t path P to be feasible, the battery’s SoC must be within the interval [0,M ]
at every vertex of P . To reflect battery constraints on an s–t path P , we define its SoC profile
bP : [0,M ] → [0,M ] ∪ {−∞} that maps SoC βs at the source s to the resulting SoC βt at the
target t. Hence, the SoC at t is βt = bP (βs); see Figure 1 for an example. We use the value −∞ to
indicate that the SoC at s is not sufficient to reach t, i. e., P is not feasible for the corresponding
SoC at s. As shown by Eisner et al. [20], bP can be represented using only three values, namely,
the minimum SoC inP ∈ [0,M ] required to traverse P , its energy consumption costP ∈ [−M,M ]
(which can be less than inP due to recuperation), and the maximum possible SoC after traversing P ,
denoted outP ∈ [0,M ]. We then have

bP (β) :=


−∞ if β < inP ,
outP if β − costP > outP ,
β − costP otherwise.

The SoC profile b[v] of a path consisting of a single vertex v ∈ V is given by in[v] := 0, cost[v] := 0,
and out[v] := M , which yields b[v](β) = β for all β ∈ [0,M ]. For an arc a = (u, v) ∈ A, the profile
ba = b[u,v] is given by costa := c(a), ina := max{0, c(a)}, and outa := min{M,M − c(a)}. For two
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Figure 1: Two SoC profiles and the result after linking them. The battery capacity isM = 4. (a) The underlying
paths P = [s, u, v] and Q = [v, w, t], with indicated arc costs. (b) The SoC profile bP is represented
by inP = 2, costP = −1, and outP = 4. (c) The SoC profile bQ is given by inQ = 1, costQ = 1,
and outQ = 1. (d) Linking the profiles bP and bQ yields the profile bP ◦Q with inP ◦Q = 2, costP ◦Q = 1,
and outP ◦Q = 1. Observe that due to a subpath of length −5 < −M , the value costP ◦Q = 1 is
greater than the sum costP + costQ = c(P ◦Q) = 0.

SoC profiles bP and bQ of paths P and Q, we obtain the linked profile bP◦Q by setting

inP◦Q := max{inP , costP + inQ}
outP◦Q := min{outQ, outP − costQ}

costP◦Q := max{costP + costQ, inP − outQ},

provided that outP ≥ inQ. Otherwise, the path is infeasible for arbitrary SoC, and thus bP◦Q ≡ −∞.
An example of two SoC profiles as well as the result of linking them is shown in Figure 1. Finally,
given two SoC profiles b1 and b2, we say that b1 dominates b2 if b1(β) ≥ b2(β) holds for all β ∈ [0,M ].

Constrained Shortest Paths. Given a graph, two (nonnegative) functions representing length
(driving time in our case) and consumption on its arcs, and vertices s ∈ V and t ∈ V , the CSP
Problem asks for a path of minimum length such that its consumption does not exceed a certain
bound βs ∈ R≥0. Being NP-hard [22, 30], CSP can be solved using an exponential-time bicriteria
variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm [43], which we refer to as bicriteria shortest path (BSP) algorithm. It
maintains a label set L(·) of labels for each vertex v ∈ V . In our scenario, each label is a tuple of
driving time and SoC. A label (Pareto) dominates another label of the same vertex if it is better in
one criterion and not worse in the other. Initially, all label sets are empty, except for the label (0, βs)
at the source s, which is also inserted into a priority queue. In each step, the algorithm settles the
minimum label ` of the queue. This is done by extracting the label ` = (τ, β) assigned to some vertex
u ∈ V and scanning all arcs (u, v) ∈ A outgoing from u. If the new label `′ := (τ +d(u, v), β−c(u, v))
is not dominated by any label in L(v), it is added to L(v) and the queue, removing labels dominated
by `′ from L(v) and the queue. Using driving time as key of tuples in the priority queue (breaking
ties by SoC, i. e., giving preference to the label with highest SoC if two or more labels have the
same driving time), the algorithm is label setting, i. e., extracted labels are never dominated. An
optimal (constrained) path is then found once a label with nonnegative SoC is extracted at t. Battery
constraints can be incorporated on-the-fly by additional checks during the algorithm: When scanning
an arc (u, v) ∈ A, we set the SoC of the new label `′ to min{M,β − c(u, v)}. If this SoC is negative,
we discard the label `′.
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Figure 2: A univariate charging function c̃cfv of a charging station v ∈ S with minimum SoC value βmin
v = 0

and maximum SoC value βmax
v = 6. Reaching v with an arrival SoC of βarr = 3 and spending a

charging time of τcharge = 2 yields a departure SoC βdep = cfv(βarr, τcharge), which we obtain by
evaluating c̃cfv( c̃cf −1

v (βarr) + τcharge) = 5.

Speedup Techniques. A potential function π : V → R≥0 on the vertices is consistent (wrt. driving
time) if the reduced arc costs d(u, v) := d(u, v)− π(u) + π(v) are nonnegative for all (u, v) ∈ A. The
A* algorithm [32] adds the potential of a vertex to the keys of its labels, changing the order in which
they are extracted from the queue. The A* algorithm was extended to the multicriteria case by
Mandow and Pérez-de-la-Cruz [42].

In CH [24], extended to multicriteria scenarios by Geisberger et al. [23] and Funke and Storandt [21],
vertices are iteratively contracted during preprocessing according to a given vertex order, while
introducing shortcuts between their neighbors to maintain distances (wrt. d and c). To avoid
unnecessary shortcuts, witness searches are run between neighbors to identify existing paths that
dominate a shortcut candidate. Adding shortcuts may lead to nondominated multi-arcs. To answer s–
t-queries, the original graph is enriched with all shortcuts added during the contraction phase. The
CH query then runs a bidirectional variant of the BSP algorithm, starting from both s and t, but
scanning only arcs leading to vertices of higher importance (wrt. the vertex order).

Modeling Charging Stops. In this work, we consider stops at charging stations to recharge the
battery (while spending charging time). In our model, a subset S ⊆ V of the vertices represents
charging stations. Each vertex v ∈ S has a designated charging function cfv : [0,M ]×R≥0 → [0,M ],
which maps arrival SoC and the spent charging time to the resulting departure SoC. We presume that
charging functions are continuous and monotonically increasing wrt. charging time (i. e., charging for
a longer time never decreases the SoC). Further, we assume that for arbitrary charging times τ1 ∈ R≥0,
τ2 ∈ R≥0, and SoC values β ∈ [0,M ], the shifting property cfv(cfv(β, τ1), τ2) = cfv(β, τ1 + τ2) holds.
Hence, charging speed only depends on the current SoC, but not on the arrival SoC. These conditions
are met by realistic physical models of charging stations [44, 46, 62]. Moreover, exploiting the
shifting property, it is possible to represent the (bivariate) charging function cfv using a univariate
function c̃cfv : R≥0 → [0,M ] with c̃cfv(τ) := cfv(0, τ); see Figure 2 and our explanation further below.
Given a vertex v ∈ S with a charging function cfv that has the above properties, we further

presume that there is a finite value τmax
v ∈ R≥0, such that cfv(β, τ) = cfv(β, τmax

v ) for all β ∈ [0,M ]
and τ ≥ τmax

v . In other words, some maximum SoC is reached after a finite charging time
(the charging function does not converge to some SoC without reaching it eventually). Then,
the minimum SoC value βmin

v := minτ∈R≥0 cfv(0, τ) = cfv(0, 0) and the maximum SoC value
βmax
v := maxτ∈R≥0 cfv(0, τ) = cfv(0, τmax

v ) of a charging function induce a range [βmin
v , βmax

v ] of
possible SoC values after charging at v. We allow the cases βmin

v > 0 and βmax
v < M to model certain
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restrictions of charging stations. Thereby, our notion of charging functions is flexible enough to
capture features of realistic charging stations. For example, we include swapping stations by setting
cfv(τ, β) = M for all values τ ∈ R≥0 and β ∈ [0,M ]. Hence, we obtain βmin

v = βmax
v = M . Finally,

we assign to every charging station v ∈ S a constant initialization time τinit(v) that is spent when
charging at v. This enables us to model time overhead at a charging station for, e. g., parking the
car or swapping the battery.
As mentioned above, we represent the bivariate charging function cfv of a vertex v ∈ S with a

univariate function c̃cfv, as follows. Consider the inverse function cf −1v mapping a desired departure
SoC β ∈ [βmin

v , βmax
v ) to the required charging time τ ∈ R≥0 when the arrival SoC is 0, i. e.,

cf −1v (β) = τ implies that c̃cfv(τ) = cfv(0, τ) = β. Since c̃cfv is strictly increasing on the interval
[βmin
v , βmax

v ) by definition, the function cf −1v is well-defined on the domain [βmin
v , βmax

v ). Given the
minimum charging time τmax

v ∈ R≥0 required to charge to an SoC βmax
v at v from an arrival SoC of

0, we define the expanded inverse function c̃cf −1v : [0,M ]→ R≥0 by setting

c̃cf −1v (β) :=


0 if β < βmin

v ,
τmax
v if β ≥ βmax

v ,
cf −1v (β) otherwise.

This yields the equivalence cfv(β, τ) = c̃cfv( c̃cf −1v (β)+ τ) for arbitrary values β ∈ [0,M ] with β ≤ βmax
v

and τ ∈ R≥0; see Figure 2. Further, we denote by cf −1v (β1, β2) := c̃cf −1v (β2) − c̃cf −1v (β1) the time to
charge the battery from some arrival SoC β1 ∈ [0,M ] to a desired departure SoC β2 ∈ [0,M ]
with β1 ≤ β2.

Existing models of charging functions use linear, polynomial, and exponential functions, or
piecewise combinations thereof [44, 46, 59]. Typically, these functions are also concave wrt. charging
time (i. e., charging speed only decreases as the battery’s SoC increases). However, charging functions
in our model are not limited to such functions per se. Section 4 discusses necessary conditions
for charging functions besides those mentioned above (continuity, monotonicity, and the shifting
property) to ensure that our algorithms terminate. For the sake of simplicity and motivated by data
input in our experimental evaluation (see Section 9), examples in subsequent sections use piecewise
linear, concave charging functions.

Problem Statement. We consider the following objective: For a given source s ∈ V , a target t ∈ V ,
and an initial SoC βs ∈ [0,M ], we want to find a feasible s–t path that minimizes overall trip time,
i. e., the sum of driving time and total time spent at charging stations. Note that if the input graph
contains no charging stations (S = ∅) and consumption values are nonnegative for all arcs, we have
an instance of CSP, hence the considered problem is NP-hard, too.

3 Basic Approach
Adapting the bicriteria algorithm described in Section 2 to our setting is difficult, for several reasons:
When reaching a charging station, we do not know how much energy should be recharged, since
it depends on the remaining route to the target and the charging stations available on this route.
To overcome this issue, a key idea of our algorithm is to delay this decision until we reach the
target or the next charging station. However, since charging functions are continuous, there is no
straightforward way to apply the bicriteria algorithm in this case, as it might require an infinite
number of nondominated labels after settling a charging station with a continuous charging function.
In this section, we show how the algorithm can be to generalized to our setting. The charging
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Figure 3: Example graph with indicated charging stations v and y and their respective charging functions
c̃cfv and c̃cfy. The initialization time is 0 for both stations. Arc labels correspond to their energy
consumption, while we presume that the driving time on every arc is 1. On the (unique) path from
s to t, we seek charging times at v and y that minimize the overall travel time (assuming βs = 4
and M = 5.)

function propagating (CFP) algorithm extends labels to maintain infinite, continuous sets of solutions.
The core idea is that a label represents all possible tradeoffs between charging time and resulting
SoC induced by the last visited charging station (if it exists), but still has constant size.
Before we describe the CFP algorithm in detail, we illustrate its behavior in a simple example

based on charging functions that are piecewise linear and concave. Afterwards, we show how to
represent paths containing charging stations with labels of constant size and describe the CFP
algorithm more formally. In Section 4, we discuss the implementation of its crucial part, namely,
generating new labels at charging stations (for general charging functions).

Running CFP on an Example Graph. To get a basic understanding of the challenges described
above and how they are handled by our algorithm, consider the simple example graph depicted in
Figure 3. (We note that neither consumption values nor charging functions in our examples were
chosen to be very realistic, but rather to illustrate different cases that may occur both in theory and
in practice.) There is only one path from the source vertex s to the target vertex t, but it contains
two charging stations. Hence, we essentially have to determine the charging time at each station
that minimizes the overall trip time. Let the initial SoC at s be βs = 4 and assume that the battery
capacity is M = 5.
Our algorithm propagates labels which represent continuous functions mapping the trip time

to the resulting SoC at some vertex, depending on the amount of energy charged at the previous
station. Figure 4 shows these functions as they are generated by our algorithm when running on the
instance from Figure 3. The algorithm is initialized with a label `1 representing a function denoted
f〈`1〉 at the source vertex s; see Figure 4a. The function f〈`1〉 evaluates to the initial SoC 4 for
arbitrary trip times (since s is not a charging station, spending time at s cannot increase the SoC).

To propagate this function through the graph, the (single) outgoing arc (s, u) with driving time 1
and energy consumption -2 is scanned. Thus, the vertex u is reached after a trip time of 1, which we
model by setting the function of the (propagated) label to −∞ for trip times below 1. Moreover,
the SoC increases to the maximum SoC 5 (note battery constraints prevent the SoC from exceeding
this limit). Next, this label is used to scan the arc (u, v) with trip time 1 and energy consumption 4,
which results in a label `′1 at v containing the function f〈`′1〉 shown in Figure 4a. It evaluates to an
SoC of 1 if the trip time is at least 2.
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Figure 4: Labels generated by the CFP algorithm on the graph shown in Figure 3. (a) The functions (green)
created at the vertices s, u, and v (upon arrival). (b) A new function (blue) corresponding to a label
spawned at v to model departure SoC after charging at the station. (c) The label is propagated
to w, x, and y. Note that certain function values are “cropped”, due to battery constraints. (d) New
functions (red, yellow) spawned at the charging station y, two of which are dominated (yellow).
(e) The resulting nondominated functions upon departure at y. Note that in one of them, no energy
is charged at y. (f) The functions are propagated to the target t. The minimum feasible trip time is
9 and requires charging at both stations: two units (departure SoC 3) at v and one unit (departure
SoC 3) at y.
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According to the label `′1, we reach the first charging station v with an SoC of 1 and after a trip
time of 2. Since v is a charging station, we want to incorporate the possibility of charging into the
label. A function that reflects tradeoffs between trip time after charging and the resulting SoC is
obtained after shifting the charging function c̃cfv along the x-axis such that it intersects the point with
x-coordinate (i. e., trip time) 2 and y-coordinate (i. e., arrival SoC) 1. This results in a new label `2
which dominates the old one, i. e., for each trip time it yields greater or equal SoC compared to `1; see
Figure 4b (however, this is only the case because we presume that the initialization time is 0, whereas
in general we might obtain labels that do not dominate each other). The nondominated label `2 is
then propagated to the vertices w, x, and y. Again, we apply battery constraints, which in hindsight
renders some charging times at v infeasible (not enough energy is charged to traverse the following
path) or unprofitable (charging too much energy wastes energy gained through recuperation). We
“crop” the image of the resulting function f〈`′2〉 by setting corresponding function values to −∞
or M = 5, respectively; see Figure 4c.

The search reaches the next charging station at the vertex y. Again, we may shift the function c̃cfy
until its plot intersects a (nondominated) pair of trip time and SoC of the label `′2. However, unlike
before, there no longer is a unique nondominated pair. As before, we may pick the least feasible trip
time (5.5 in this case), which results in the label `3. Observe that this yields a function f〈`3〉 with
lower SoC compared to the function f〈`′2〉 for some values of trip time; see Figure 4d. This is due to
the fact that, for low SoC values, the charging station at v allows faster charging. Therefore, it pays
off to charge more energy at v, up to the next breakpoint of the function f〈`′2〉 (where its the slope
falls below that of the charging function at y). Spawning the label `4 after picking this breakpoint
results in a nondominated function (see Figure 4d). Apparently, breakpoints of functions are good
candidates for spawning new labels, since the charging rate changes in these points. Consequently,
our algorithm spawns one new label for each breakpoint of the function f〈`′2〉. In Section 4, we
show that this is actually sufficient to find an optimal solution. Two of these labels (`3 and `5)
are dominated, though, so they can be discarded. (Our algorithm actually only performs pairwise
dominance checks to reduce overhead, which would spare the label `3 as it is only dominated by
the upper envelope of f〈`′2〉 and f〈`4〉; this increases the number of propagated labels, but does not
affect correctness of the approach).

The nondominated labels f〈`2〉 and f〈`4〉 are shown in Figure 4e. They are both propagated to z
and finally, to the target t. The resulting labels are shown in Figure 4f. Note that both contain
feasible pairs of trip time and SoC. The least feasible trip time among both labels is 9. Note that
this trip time requires charging at both stations, despite the fact that it is possible to reach the
target with a single charging stop at v. This is due to the fact that the charging speed at both
station differs. At the same time, both stations lie on the (unique) route to the target and there is
no initialization overhead, so switching between different charging stations comes at a low cost in
this example. In what follows, we formally define labels and their corresponding functions, before
we describe the CFP algorithm in more detail.

Labels and SoC Functions. More generally, assume we are given a path P from the source s ∈ V
to some vertex v ∈ V , such that P contains a charging station u ∈ S and the arrival SoC at u is βu.
Every possible charging time τcharge ∈ [0, cf −1u (βu, βmax

u )] at u results in a certain trip time and an
SoC at v. In general, this yields an infinite amount of feasible, nondominated pairs of trip time
and corresponding SoC for the path. We implicitly represent these pairs in one label by storing
the charging station u in the label. However, this no longer allows us to apply battery constraints
on-the-fly: For vertices visited after u, labels have no fixed SoC, as it depends on how much energy
is charged at u. Hence, we compute the SoC profile b[u,...,v] of the subpath from u to v; see Section 2.
The label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) at the vertex v then consists of the trip time τtrip of the path
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Figure 5: Constructing the SoC function f〈`〉 of a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]), with τtrip = 3 and βu = 0.5.
(a) The function c̃cfu. Assume that the initialization time at u is τinit(u) = 0. (b) The SoC
profile b[u,...,v] of the u–v subpath. Note that the path has negative consumption (the SoC increases
as indicated by the arrow). (c) The SoC function f〈`〉. The function cfu(βu, τ − τtrip) (red) reflects
pairs of trip time and SoC when charging at u, but ignores consumption on the u–v subpath. It is
equivalent to the function obtained after shifting c̃cfu to the right by τtrip = 3 minus cf −1

u (0, βu) = 0.25.
We apply battery constraints wrt. the u–v path to this function and obtain the depicted SoC
function f〈`〉 (blue). Its minimum feasible trip time is τmin(`) = 3.25, because we must spend a
charging time of at least 0.25 at u. Moreover, we obtain f〈`〉(τ) = 3 for τ ≥ 3.75 (charging beyond
an SoC of 2 at u never pays off, as it wastes energy gains from recuperation).

from s to v (including charging time on every previous charging station except u on the path from s
to u), the SoC βu when reaching u, the last visited charging station u, and the SoC profile b[u,...,v]
of the subpath from u to v. Recall that this SoC profile can be represented by three values; see
Section 2. Consequently, even though charging functions can have arbitrary descriptive complexity,
we propagate them using labels of constant size. The trip time τtrip excludes charging at u, but
includes its initialization time τinit(u). Thus, we can think of τtrip as the least trip time to reach v if
we stop at u (and ignore battery constraints on the u–v path).

Accordingly, we define the SoC function f〈`〉 of a label ` to represent all feasible pairs of trip
time and SoC associated with the label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]). The SoC function f〈`〉 : R≥0 →
[0,M ] ∪ {−∞} mapping trip time to SoC is given as

f〈`〉(τ) :=
{
b[u,...,v](cfu(βu, τ − τtrip)) if τ ≥ τtrip,
−∞ otherwise.

(1)

To obtain the value f〈`〉(τ), i. e., the (arrival) SoC at v when allowing a trip time τ ≥ τtrip, Equation 1
first evaluates the SoC cfu(βu, τ − τtrip) after charging at u for a total time of τ − τtrip with an
arrival SoC of βu. Afterwards, the SoC profile b[u,...,v] is applied, which takes account of energy
consumption (respecting battery constraints) on the path from the charging station u to the current
vertex v. This yields the desired SoC at v. Note that f〈`〉 can evaluate to −∞ for values greater
than τtrip, due to battery constraints applied by the SoC profile b[u,...,v]. We denote by

τmin(f〈`〉) := min{τ ∈ R≥0 | f〈`〉(τ) 6= −∞}

the smallest value for which f〈`〉 is greater than −∞, i. e., the minimum trip time required for the
path represented by ` to be feasible. Figure 5 shows an example of an SoC function of a label. The
definition of SoC functions reflects the interpretation of our labels, which represent all tradeoffs
between charging time and resulting SoC induced by the charging function cfu of the last station u.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the CFP algorithm.

// initialize label sets
1 foreach v ∈ V do
2 Lset(v)←− ∅
3 Luns(v)←− ∅
4 v∗ ←− dummy vertex without incident edges that is (temporarily) added to V
5 S ←− S ∪ {v∗}
6 c̃cfv∗ ←− [(0, βs)]
7 Luns(s)←− {(0, βs, v∗, b[s])}
8 Q.insert(s, 0)

// run main loop
9 while Q.isNotEmpty() do

10 v ←− Q.minElement()
11 ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v])←− Luns(v).deleteMin()
12 Lset(v).insert(`)
13 if v = t then
14 return τmin(f〈`〉)

// handle charging stations; see Section 4
15 if v ∈ S \ {u} then
16 foreach τcharge ∈ T (∠`old,∠

`
new) \ {∞} do

17 Luns(v).insert((τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v), f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge), v, b[v]))

// update priority queue
18 if Luns(v).isNotEmpty() then
19 `′ ←− Luns(v).minElement()
20 Q.update(v, k(`′))
21 else
22 Q.deleteMin()

// scan outgoing arcs
23 foreach (v, w) ∈ A do
24 b[u,...,w] ←− link(b[u,...,v], b(v,w))
25 if b[u,...,w](βmax

u ) 6= −∞ then
26 `′ ←− (τtrip + d(v, w), βu, u, b[u,...,w])
27 Luns(w).insert(`′)
28 if `′ = Luns(w).minElement() then
29 Q.update(w, k(`′))
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Algorithm Description. We are now ready to describe the actual CFP algorithm; see Algorithm 1
for pseudocode. It propagates labels that are quadruples as defined above. Given two labels `
and `′, we say that ` dominates `′ if f〈`〉(τ) ≥ f〈`′〉(τ) holds for all τ ∈ R≥0. The key of a label `,
denoted k(`) := τmin(f〈`〉), is defined as its minimum feasible trip time. This value is not stored
explicitly in the label, but computed on-the-fly by evaluating the inverse of the charging function of
the previous station at the minimum SoC for which the subpath from this station to the current
vertex becomes feasible (one could also store the key with the label, but this did not improve
performance in our experiments).
The algorithm stores two sets Lset(v) and Luns(v) for each vertex v ∈ V , containing settled

(i. e., extracted) and unsettled labels, respectively. Sets Luns(·) are organized as priority queues
(implemented as binary heaps), allowing efficient extraction of the unsettled label with minimum
key (breaking ties by the corresponding minimum SoC of a label). We maintain the invariant that
for each v ∈ V , Luns(v) is empty or the minimum label ` (wrt. its key) in Luns(v) is not dominated
by any label in Lset(v). Every time the minimum element of the heap changes, because an element
is removed or added, we check whether the new minimum is dominated by a label in Lset(v) and
remove it in this case (as we know that it cannot lead to an optimal solution). For piecewise-defined
SoC functions, a dominance test requires a linear scan over the subfunctions of both SoC functions.
By using heaps for unsettled labels, we avoid unnecessary dominance checks for labels that are
never settled. (A more straightforward variant could use a single set per vertex and follow the basic
algorithm outlined in Section 2 to identify dominated labels, however, this led to slower running
times in preliminary tests.)

Given a source s ∈ V , a target t ∈ V , and the initial SoC βs ∈ [0,M ], the algorithm is initialized
in Lines 1–8 with a single label (0, βs, v∗, b[s]) at the source s, while all other label sets are empty.
Note that v∗ is a special vertex that is (temporarily) added to the graph as a charging station with
the charging function cfv∗ ≡ βs. Thereby, we avoid explicit handling of special cases when reaching
the first actual charging station. The SoC profile stored in the label is initialized with the identity
function b[s] (i. e., the SoC is not affected when applying this function). The source vertex is also
inserted into a priority queue (denoted Q in Algorithm 1). The key of a vertex v ∈ V in the priority
queue is the key of the minimum element in Luns(v), i. e., the minimum feasible trip time among the
SoC functions of all unsettled labels.

The algorithm then proceeds along the lines of the BSP algorithm. In each step of the main loop,
it first extracts a vertex v ∈ V with minimum key (breaking ties by SoC) from the priority queue
and settles it; see Lines 10–12 of Algorithm 1. Note that at this point, the key of the corresponding
label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) extracted from Luns(v) is not greater than that of any label that has
not been settled yet.
Next, we check whether v is a charging station that differs from the one stored in the current

label `, i. e., v ∈ S \ {u}. If this is the case, we create new labels to incorporate possible recharging
at v; see Lines 15–17. This means that we have to spawn new labels `′ that replace the previous
charging station u by v. We can do so by fixing a charging time τcharge ∈ R≥0 at u. For the resulting
SoC at u, we evaluate the SoC profile b[u,...,v] of the u–v path to determine the SoC at v. We update
the trip time accordingly by adding the charging time τcharge at u and the initialization time τinit(v)
at the new charging station v. We obtain the new label

`′ := (τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v), b[u,...,v](cfu(βu, τcharge)), v, b[v])
= (τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v), f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge), v, b[v]). (2)

However, we still face the problem that in general, there are infinitely many possible charging
times τcharge at the previous charging station u held in `. In Section 4, we show that for realistic
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models of charging stations, we only have to consider a small (finite) number of relevant charging
times at u when charging at v. Thus, spawning a limited number of new labels, each fixing a
certain charging time at u and setting the last charging station to v, is sufficient to represent all
nondominated solutions. Note that the original label ` is not discarded, to reflect the possibility of
not stopping at the charging station v.

In Lines 18–22 of Algorithm 1, the key of v in the priority queue is updated. Since the label ` was
settled and new labels may have spawned in case v is a charging station, we update the key of v to
the new smallest key of an unsettled label, if it exists. Otherwise, v is removed from the queue.
Afterwards, we scan all outgoing arcs (v, w) ∈ A; see Lines 23–29. Given the current label ` =

(τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]), traversing the arc (v, w) means to increase trip time by d(v, w) and apply the
(constant-time) link operation to the SoC profile b[u,...,v] of ` and the SoC profile b[v,w] induced by the
energy consumption c(v, w); see Section 2. We compute b[u,...,w] := link(b[u,...,v], b[v,w]) and construct
the label

`′ := (τtrip + d(v, w), βu, u, b[u,...,w]).

Unless the SoC profile b[u,...,w] of `′ indicates that the u–w subpath is infeasible for arbitrary SoC,
the new label `′ is added to the label set at the vertex w. Note that we perform no dominance
checks at this point (unless the minimum element in the label set Luns(w) changes), exploiting the
fact that labels are organized in two sets per vertex.

When extracting a label ` at the target vertex t for the first time, we pick the least charging time
at the last station such that t can be reached, i. e., the minimum feasible trip time τmin(f〈`〉) of f〈`〉,
and the algorithm terminates; see Line 14 in Algorithm 1. Correctness of the CFP algorithm follows
from Lemma 1 shown in Section 4 below and the fact that the first extracted label ` at t minimizes
the feasible trip time (recall that the algorithm is label setting and minimum feasible trip time is
used as key in the priority queue). Theorem 1 at the end of Section 4 summarizes these insights.
The asymptotic running time of the algorithm is exponential in the input graph in the worst case
(for reasonable charging models; see Section 4).

For path retrieval, we add two pointers to each label, storing its parent vertex and parent label.
For a charging station v ∈ S, the vertex v can be its own parent. Two consecutive identical parents
then imply the use of a (previous) charging station u ∈ S, which is stored in the former label. The
according charging time is the difference between the trip times of both labels.

4 Spawning Labels at Charging Stations
As described in Section 3, the CFP algorithm constructs new labels at charging stations to represent
all nondominated solutions. We now prove that for reasonable models of charging functions, it
suffices to spawn a small number of labels that replace the previous charging station with the new
one. The key idea is that we only require labels that correspond to charging at the station that
offers the better charging speed at a certain (relative) point in time. We define switching sequences
for pairs of functions, containing points at which the charging speed of the new function surpasses
the old one. Lemma 1 proves that spawning one label per element of the switching sequence suffices.
Moreover, switching sequences are finite (and linear in the descriptive complexity) for typical models
of charging functions, which implies that the CFP algorithm terminates. Before proving Lemma 1,
we introduce helpful tools. We also formalize switching sequences and the slope of an SoC function.

Consider a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) extracted at some charging station v ∈ S. We want to
create new labels that reflect charging at v. This requires us to fix a charging time τcharge ∈ R≥0 at
the previous station u, so that we can set v as the last visited charging station of a new label `′;
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Figure 6: Spawning a label at a charging station. Given the SoC function f〈`〉 of a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v])
at a charging station v ∈ S, we can spawn a new label τcharge→ ` by picking a charging time τcharge
at the station u. We compare the slopes of f〈`〉 at τ1 = τtrip + τcharge and f〈τcharge→ `〉 at
τ2 = τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v) to determine which one represents the better choice. Note that τtrip is
smaller than τmin(f〈`〉), due to battery constraints.

see Equation 2 and Figure 6. We denote the resulting label by (τcharge→ `) := `′, as it is obtained
after setting the charging time in ` to τcharge. Recall that in the label τcharge→ `, we replace the old
charging station u by the new station v. Moreover, we set τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v) as its overall trip
time and f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) as the corresponding arrival SoC at v. The SoC function f〈τcharge→ `〉
represents all tradeoffs between charging time at the new charging station v and resulting SoC. If
the label τcharge→ ` is not feasible, i. e., τtrip + τcharge < τmin(f〈`〉), we obtain f〈τcharge→ `〉 ≡ −∞.
Not every charging time τcharge ∈ R≥0 at u yields a reasonable solution. In particular, if we can

find a charging time τ ′charge ∈ R≥0 such that f〈τ ′charge→ `〉 dominates f〈τcharge→ `〉, we know that
a charging time of τcharge is never beneficial. Intuitively, if the new charging station v allows fast
charging, it could pay off to charge less energy at the previous station u and spend more time at
v instead, so f〈τcharge − ε→ `〉 dominates f〈τcharge→ `〉 for some ε > 0. Similarly, if the charging
station u offers better charging speed, a charging time τcharge + ε might be the better choice. In
other words, the best choice of the value τcharge depends on the slopes of the two SoC functions f〈`〉
and f〈τcharge→ `〉.
We define the slope of a given function f at some τ ′ ∈ R≥0 as the corresponding right derivative

(∂f(τ)/∂τ)(τ ′), to ensure that the slope is well-defined also for piecewise-defined SoC functions and
at the minimum feasible trip time of an SoC function. As before, let ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) be a
label at a charging station v ∈ S. We introduce a function ∠`old : R≥0 → R≥0 ∪ {∞} that describes
the slope of the SoC function f〈`〉 at τtrip + τcharge as a function of the charging time τcharge ∈ R≥0.
Formally, we define

∠`old(τcharge) :=
{
∂f〈`〉(x)
∂x (τtrip + τcharge) if τtrip + τcharge ≥ τmin(f〈`〉),

∞ otherwise.

Note that the slope ∠`old(τcharge) of the SoC function f〈`〉 at τtrip +τcharge is equivalent to the slope of
the charging function cfu of the vertex u for the arrival SoC βu and the charging time τcharge. Hence,
we obtain ∠`old(τcharge) = (∂ cfu(βu, x)/∂x)(τcharge) for all τcharge ∈ R≥0, unless battery constraints
on the u–v path render a charging time of τcharge infeasible or unprofitable (in which case the slope
∠`old is either ∞ or 0). Thus, ∠`old(τcharge) can be interpreted as the charging speed when continuing
to charge the battery at u after a charging time of τcharge.
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Alternatively, one could interrupt charging at u after a charging time of τcharge, continue the journey,
and switch to the new charging station upon arrival at v. The charging speed that can be achieved
in this case is given by the slope of the SoC function f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ) at τ = τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v);
see Figure 6. Similar to ∠`old, we define the function ∠`new : R≥0 → R≥0 ∪ {∞} as

∠`new(τcharge) :=
{
∂f〈τcharge→`〉(τ)

∂τ (τtrip+τcharge+τinit(v)) if τtrip+τcharge ≥ τmin(f〈`〉),
∞ otherwise.

It maps total charging time τcharge at u to the slope of the SoC function f〈τcharge→ `〉 at the
time τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v) that corresponds to arrival at v and starting to charge the battery.
Hence, the value of ∠`new(τcharge) is equivalent to the slope of the new charging function cfv of
the vertex v for the arrival SoC f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) and the charging time 0. More formally, we
have ∠`new(τcharge) = (∂ cfv(f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge), τ)/∂τ)(0) if τtrip + τcharge is at least τmin(f〈`〉) and
∠`new(τcharge) =∞ otherwise.
Given the two functions ∠`old and ∠`new defined above, we are interested in points in time where

∠`new surpasses ∠`old, because at such points it may pay off to interrupt charging at u to benefit from
a better charging rate at v later on. Additionally, the minimum charging time τmin(f〈`〉) − τtrip
that is necessary to reach the new charging station v may be relevant in cases where the charging
function of v has low slope but a large minimum SoC value (e. g., if v is a swapping station). We
define the switching sequence of ∠`old and ∠`new, denoted

T (∠`old,∠
`
new) := [τmin(f〈`〉)− τtrip = τ1, τ2, . . . , τk−1, τk =∞],

as the sequence of all candidate points in time to interrupt charging at the old station u, arranged in
ascending order. (We only include the value τk =∞ to avoid additional case distinctions in the proof
of Lemma 1 below.) Formally, we demand for T (∠`old,∠

`
new) that τ1 = τmin(f〈`〉) − τtrip, τk = ∞,

τi < τi+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, and for all i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1} there exists a value ε > 0 such that for
all 0 < δ < ε it holds that ∠`old(τi − δ) ≥ ∠`new(τi − δ) and ∠`old(τi + δ) < ∠`new(τi + δ). Moreover, we
assume T (∠`old,∠

`
new) to be maximal, i. e., it contains all values with the above property. In general,

pairs of functions do not necessarily have a switching sequence of finite length k ∈ N. At the end of
this section we argue that the length of a switching sequence is linear in the descriptive complexity
(and thus, finite) for reasonable models of charging functions.

We now prove Lemma 1, stating that we only have to spawn a bounded number of new labels at
charging stations. In particular, it suffices to add at most one label per element in the switching
sequence induced by the last visited charging station in the current label and the new station.

Lemma 1. For a vertex v ∈ S and a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) at v, let the (finite) switching
sequence of ∠`old and ∠`new be given as T (∠`old,∠

`
new) = [τ1, τ2, . . . , τk−1, τk]. For every charging

time τcharge ∈ R≥0, there exists an i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} such that the SoC functions f〈`〉 and f〈τi→ `〉
together dominate the SoC function f〈τcharge→ `〉, i. e., for all τ ∈ R≥0 we have the inequal-
ity max{f〈`〉(τ), f〈τi→ `〉(τ)} ≥ f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ).

Proof. Consider an arbitrary charging time τcharge ∈ R≥0 at the previous charging station u and
the induced label τcharge→ `. If τtrip + τcharge < τmin(f〈`〉), the SoC function f〈τcharge→ `〉 ≡ −∞ is
dominated by f〈`〉. Hence, we assume in what follows that τcharge ≥ τ1 = τmin(f〈`〉)− τtrip. Then
there exists a unique index i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, such that τi ≤ τcharge < τi+1 holds. We distinguish
two cases, depending on the slopes ∠`old and ∠`new at τcharge and show that, together with f〈`〉, the
function f〈τi→ `〉 or the function f〈τi+1→ `〉 dominates f〈τcharge→ `〉.
Case 1: ∠`old(τcharge) < ∠`new(τcharge). Intuitively, this means that the new charging station v

provides a better charging speed than the old station u for the considered charging time τcharge. Hence,
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Figure 7: Illustration of dominated SoC functions at a charging station v ∈ S. For simplicity, we assume
that τinit(v) = 0. Dashed segments indicate the (shifted) charging function c̃cfv of v. Note that a
function dominates the area beneath it. (a) The slope of the SoC function f〈`〉 is lower than the
slope of f〈τcharge→ `〉 at τtrip + τcharge = 5. Hence, it pays off to decrease charging time at the
previous station to τi = 3 and charge more energy at v instead. (b) The slope of f〈`〉 is greater
than the slope of f〈τcharge→ `〉 for τtrip + τcharge = 4. Therefore, charging more energy at the
previous charging station pays off and the SoC functions f〈`〉 and f〈τi+1→ `〉 together dominate
the function f〈τcharge→ `〉.

leaving u earlier to charge more energy at v and benefit from faster charging pays off. Consequently,
f〈τi→ `〉 dominates f〈τcharge→ `〉, since the charging speed of v is better (or equally good) for
all τ ∈ [τi, τcharge]; see Figure 7a for an example. Since τi ≤ τcharge and a charging time of τi is sufficient
to reach v, we have τmin(f〈τi→ `〉) ≤ τmin(f〈τcharge→ `〉). In other words, if the SoC function induced
by τcharge is finite for some τ ∈ R≥0, so is the function induced by τi. Further, recall that the vertex
v is reached with an arrival SoC of f〈`〉(τtrip + τi) or f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) when the charging time
at u is set to τi or τcharge, respectively. By assumption, the slope ∠`new(τcharge) is strictly positive,
which means that energy can still be charged at v after the SoC has reached f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge), so
it must hold that f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) < βmax

v . Hence, we can define the value

∆charge := cf −1v (f〈`〉(τtrip + τi), f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge))

that corresponds to the time to recharge the gap in arrival SoC between f〈τi→ `〉 and f〈τcharge→ `〉
at the new station v. For arbitrary values τ ≥ τmin(f〈τcharge→ `〉), we exploit the shifting property
to obtain

f〈τi→ `〉(τ) = cfv(f〈`〉(τtrip + τi), τ − τi − τtrip − τinit(v))
= cfv(f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge), τ − τi − τtrip − τinit(v)−∆charge)
= f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ + τcharge − τi −∆charge).

We claim that ∆trip := τcharge − τi − ∆charge ≥ 0 holds. This follows immediately from the fact
that ∠`new(τ) ≥ ∠`old(τ) holds for all τ ∈ [τi, τcharge]. Thus, the time ∆charge spent at v cannot take
longer than τcharge − τi, the time to charge the same amount of energy at u. Consequently, we
obtain ∆trip ≥ 0. This, in turn, implies that for all τ ≥ τmin(f〈τcharge→ `〉), we have

f〈τi→ `〉(τ) = f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ + ∆trip)
≥ f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ).
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Case 2: ∠`old(τcharge) ≥ ∠`new(τcharge). In this case, the charging station u offers a more (or
equally) favorable charging speed, so it pays off to spend more time charging at u. Recall that
f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) = f〈τcharge→ `〉(τtrip + τcharge + τinit(v)) holds by definition. Given that the
slope ∠`old of f〈`〉 is greater or equal for all values τ ∈ [τcharge, τi+1), it follows that the inequality
f〈`〉(τtrip + τ) ≥ f〈τcharge→ `〉(τtrip + τ + τinit(v)) holds for arbitrary τ ∈ [τcharge, τi+1). For real-
valued τ ≥ τi+1 (which only exist if i + 1 < k), we proceed along the lines of the first case to
obtain a nonnegative value ∆trip ≥ 0 that equals the difference between the time to charge from
f〈`〉(τtrip + τcharge) to f〈`〉(τtrip + τi+1) at u and v, respectively. Since u offers a charging speed at
least as high as the one at v in the whole interval [τcharge, τi+1], this difference, and therefore ∆trip,
is again nonnegative. Thus, we can show (similar to Case 1) that

f〈τi+1→ `〉(τ) = f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ + ∆trip)
≥ f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ)

holds for arbitrary real-valued τ ≥ τi+1; see Figure 7b for an illustration. Altogether, we obtain that
max{f〈`〉(τ), f〈τi+1→ `〉(τ)} ≥ f〈τcharge→ `〉(τ) holds for all τ ∈ R≥0, which completes the proof
of the second case.

Given the label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) at the charging station v ∈ S, we spawn one new label
τ→ ` for each (finite) element in the switching sequence T (∠`old,∠

`
new). If the label is not dominated,

it is added to the corresponding label set at v; see Lines 16–17 in Algorithm 1. For instance, in
the special case that u or v is a swapping station, the switching sequence [τmin(f〈`〉) − τtrip,∞]
consists of two values and exactly one new label is spawned at v (which corresponds to spending the
minimum amount of charging time at u such that v can be reached). Recall that the original label
` is not thrown away, reflecting the possibility of not using the charging station v. Furthermore,
Lemma 1 implies that all nondominated solutions that extend ` by charging at v are computed by
the algorithm. By induction, correctness is also maintained for routes with two or more charging
stops. Therefore, we obtain Theorem 1 given below.

Theorem 1. If the switching sequences induced by arbitrary pairs of charging functions have finite
length, the CFP algorithm terminates and finds the shortest feasible path between a given pair of
vertices s ∈ V and t ∈ V for a given initial SoC βs ∈ [0,M ].

Computing Switching Sequences. In a practical implementation of the CFP algorithm, we need
to be able to efficiently compute the switching sequences for given labels and charging functions;
cf. Line 16 of Algorithm 1. If certain properties of the available charging functions are known, a
reasonable approach is to derive the switching sequences for such functions analytically beforehand
and provide a specialized implementation for them.
To give an example, we discuss the case where all charging functions in the network (and hence,

all SoC functions) are piecewise linear and concave, as is the case in our experimental study (see
Section 9). We show how a superset of the switching sequence is easily determined in this case.
Given a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) at a charging station v ∈ S, let its piecewise linear SoC
function f〈`〉 be given as a sequence F = [(τ1, β1), . . . , (τk, βk)] of breakpoints. In other words, we
have f〈`〉(τ) = −∞ for τ < τ1, f〈`〉(τ) = βk for τ ≥ τk, and for arbitrary values τi ≤ τ < τi+1, with
i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we evaluate the function by linear interpolation between the breakpoints (τi, βi)
and (τi+1, βi+1). Observe that we have τ1 = τmin(f〈`〉). The following Lemma 2 shows that the
switching sequence of the slopes induced by f〈`〉 and the charging function cfv of v is a subsequence
of [τ1 − τtrip, . . . , τk − τtrip,∞]. Note that in particular, the switching sequence does not depend on
the charging function cfv at v.
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Lemma 2. Given a label ` at a vertex v ∈ S, let its piecewise linear and concave SoC function f〈`〉 be
defined by the sequence F = [(τ1, β1), . . . , (τk, βk)] of breakpoints. Similarly, let the charging function
c̃cfv of v be piecewise linear and concave. The switching sequence T (∠`old,∠

`
new) is a subsequence of

T̄ (∠`old,∠
`
new) := [τ1 − τtrip, . . . , τk − τtrip,∞], i. e., T (∠`old,∠

`
new) contains only values that are also

contained in T̄ (∠`old,∠
`
new).

Proof. Since both f〈`〉 and c̃cfv are piecewise linear, their corresponding slope functions ∠`old and
∠`new are piecewise constant functions, namely, ∠`old ≡ (βi+1 − βi)/(τi+1 − τi) holds in the interval
[τi − τtrip, τi+1 − τtrip) for arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, and an analogous statement holds for ∠`new.
This implies that each value of the switching sequence must correspond to a breakpoint of ∠`old
or ∠`new, because both functions are constant between these breakpoints. Moreover, since f〈`〉
and c̃cfv are both concave on their subdomain with finite image, the functions ∠`old and ∠`new are
decreasing. Consequently, the slope ∠`new can surpass ∠`old only at the breakpoints of ∠`old, i. e., at
points where the latter function decreases. The x-coordinates of these breakpoints are exactly the
finite values of T̄ (∠`old,∠

`
new).

Lemma 2 implies that simply spawning one new label for each breakpoint of f〈`〉 is sufficient
to maintain correctness. Unnecessary labels are detected implicitly during dominance checks.
Considering the more general case where charging functions are piecewise linear (but not necessarily
concave), it is not hard to see that the length of the switching sequence must be linear in the number
of breakpoints of both considered functions. Similar observations can be made for other realistic
models of charging based on, e. g., exponential functions or piecewise combinations of linear and
exponential functions.

5 A* Search
To accelerate basic CFP, we present techniques that extend A* search [32]. The basic idea of A*
search is to use vertex potentials that guide the search towards the target. The potential of a vertex
is added to the key of a label when updating the priority queue in Line 20 or Line 29 of Algorithm 1.
Thereby, vertices that are closer to the target get smaller keys. Below, we first generalize the notion
of potential consistency to our setting, before we introduce different consistent potential functions.

Consistency of Potentials. We aim at potential functions that are based on backward searches
from the target vertex t, providing lower bounds on the trip time from any vertex to t. A consistent
potential function is easily obtained from a single-criterion backward search as follows. It runs
Dijkstra’s algorithm from t, traversing arcs in backward direction and using the cost function d, which
represents driving time along arcs. This yields, for each vertex v ∈ V , its minimum (unconstrained)
driving time to reach t. These lower bounds on the remaining trip time induce a consistent potential
function on the vertices [61]. However, we can do better, exploiting that the trip time from v to t
depends on the SoC of a label. (Observe that both the charging time as well as the route and hence,
the driving time, of an optimal solution can change for different SoC values.) We propose a potential
function π : V × [0,M ]∪{−∞} → R≥0 ∪{∞} taking the current SoC into account, such that π(v, β)
yields a lower bound on the trip time from v to t if the SoC at v is β, for β ∈ [0,M ] ∪ {−∞}.
We define π(v,−∞) :=∞. We now discuss how correctness of our approach is maintained in the
presence of a potential function that incorporates SoC.
First, we generalize the notion of consistency of a potential function. We say that a potential

function π : V × [0,M ] ∪ {−∞} → R≥0 ∪ {∞} is consistent if it results in nonnegative reduced
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driving times, i. e., we get

d((u, v), β) := d(u, v)− π(u, β) + π(v, b[u,v](β)) ≥ 0

for all arcs (u, v) ∈ A and values β ∈ [0,M ], where b[u,v] is the SoC profile of (u, v). Second, for
the SoC function f〈`〉 representing a label ` = (τtrip, βu, u, b[u,...,v]) at a vertex v ∈ V , we define
its consistent key (to be used in the priority queue of CFP) as k∗(`) := minτ∈R≥0 τ + π(v, f〈`〉(τ)).
We claim that consecutive consistent keys of labels generated after arc scans are increasing if the
potential function π is consistent. To see this, consider a label ` at a vertex u ∈ V and the label `′
that is created after scanning an arc (u, v) ∈ A. Recall that f〈`′〉(τ + d(u, v)) = b[u,v](f〈`〉(τ)) holds
by construction of `′, so we can substitute τ ′ := τ + d(u, v) below to get

k∗(`) = min
τ∈R≥0

τ + π(u, f〈`〉(τ))

≤ min
τ∈R≥0

τ + d(u, v) + π(v, b[u,v](f〈`〉(τ)))

= min
τ ′∈R≥0

τ ′ + π(v, f〈`′〉(τ ′))

= k∗(`′).

Similarly, we have to ensure that labels spawned at charging stations never have a smaller consistent
key than the original label. Consider the charging function cfv of a vertex v ∈ S. We denote by
cfmax(v) the maximum slope of the charging function cfv, which in most cases equals the value
cf∗max(v) := maxτ∈R>0{∂ c̃cfv(τ)/∂τ}. (As before, we use the right derivative to ensure that slope
is well-defined for piecewise-defined functions.) However, in the special case that c̃cfv(0) 6= 0, we
incorporate initialization time to obtain a finite slope βmin

v /τinit(v) for the initial SoC gain, presuming
that τinit(v) 6= 0. In total, we obtain the maximum slope cfmax(v) := max{cf∗max(v), βmin

v /τinit(v)}
of v. For instance, we get cfmax(v) = M/τinit(v) if v is a swapping station. To ensure that labels
spawned at v do not result in decreasing keys, we demand for the slope of the potential π(v, β) at v
that

∂π(v, β)
∂β

≥ − 1
cfmax(v) .

We say that the potential π overestimates charging speed at v in this case. Observe that overestimation
of charging speed implies that the term τ + π(v, c̃cfv(τ)) is increasing with τ ∈ R≥0, so charging at v
does not decrease the potential. Finally, we demand that the potential at the target is π(t, β) = 0
for arbitrary SoC β ∈ [0,M ]. In summary, when using consistent keys, there are the following three
requirements to a potential function π.

1. The potential function π is consistent.

2. Potentials at charging stations overestimate charging speed.

3. The target vertex has a potential of 0 (for any finite SoC).
Then, the algorithm is label setting and the correct result is obtained as soon as t is reached (since
the key at t equals trip time, so any label extracted at a later point must have a higher trip time).
As a simple example, consider the plain CFP algorithm described in Section 3, which uses no
potential function. This is equivalent to a potential function that evaluates to 0 at all vertices for
arbitrary SoC. Clearly, the smallest feasible trip time of f〈`〉 is in fact the consistent key of a label `.
Moreover, observe that the potential function π ≡ 0 is consistent, overestimates charging speed, and
equals 0 at the target. In what follows, we derive more sophisticated potential functions that make
the search goal directed. For each potential function, we show that the requirements listed above
are fulfilled.
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Potentials Based on Single-Criterion Search. We introduce our first consistent potential function.
To obtain a lower bound on the necessary charging time on the path from some vertex v ∈ V to
the target, let cfmax := maxv∈S cfmax(v) denote the maximum slope of any charging function in S,
i. e., the maximum charging speed available in the network. We define a new cost function ω : A→ R,
given as ω(a) := d(a) + (c(a)/ cfmax) for all a ∈ A. This function adds to the driving time of every
arc a lower bound on the time required for charging the energy consumed on the arc. Note that the
bound can become negative, due to negative consumption values.
Given the target vertex t, prior to running CFP, we perform three (single-criterion) runs of

Dijkstra’s algorithm from t, traversing arcs in backward direction and each using one of the cost
functions d, c, and ω. Thereby, we obtain, for every vertex v ∈ V , the distances distd(v, t), distc(v, t),
and distω(v, t) from v to t wrt. the cost functions d, c, and ω, respectively. Note that computation
of distc(v, t) and distω(v, t) is label correcting, due to negative weights. We can apply potential
shifting [36] to remedy this issue, but the effect on overall running time is negligible in practice.
Using the obtained distances, the potential function πω : V × [0,M ]∪{−∞} → R≥0 ∪{∞} is defined
by

πω(v, β) :=
{

distd(v, t) if β ≥ distc(v, t),
distω(v, t)− β

cfmax
otherwise,

(3)

for all v ∈ V and β ∈ [0,M ]. It uses the minimum (unrestricted) driving time as lower bound on the
remaining trip time in case that the current SoC is greater or equal to the minimum energy required
to reach the target without recharging. Otherwise, we know that we have to spend some additional
time for charging on the way to the target t, so we use a bound induced by the weight function ω.
Note that we can discard labels whose consumption exceedsM in the search that computes distc(v, t)
to save some time in practice. Lemma 3 formally proves that the potential function πω defined above
is consistent.

Lemma 3. The potential function πω is consistent.

Proof. To prove the claim, we show that reduced costs d(·, ·) are nonnegative, i. e., the inequality
d((u, v), β) = d(u, v)−πω(u, β)+πω(v, b[u,v](β)) ≥ 0 holds for all (u, v) ∈ A and β ∈ [0,M ]. Consider
an arbitrary arc (u, v) ∈ A and assume that the SoC at u is β ∈ [0,M ]. We distinguish four cases.
Case 1: β < distc(u, t) and b[u,v](β) < distc(v, t). The claim follows after a few simple substitutions.

We can make use of the fact that β − c(u, v) ≥ b[u,v](β) holds for all β ∈ [0,M ]. Consistency then
follows directly from the triangle inequality, after the following steps

d((u, v), β) = d(u, v)− πω(u, β) + πω(v, b[u,v](β))

= d(u, v)− distω(u, t) + β

cfmax
+ distω(v, t)−

b[u,v](β)
cfmax

≥ d(u, v) + c(u, v)
cfmax

− distω(u, t) + distω(v, t)

= ω(u, v)− distω(u, t) + distω(v, t)
≥ 0.

Case 2: β < distc(u, t) and b[u,v](β) ≥ distc(v, t). We make use of both preconditions together
with the fact that β − c(u, v) ≥ b[u,v](β) holds for all β ∈ [0,M ] to obtain the inequalities

β ≥ b[u,v](β) + c(u, v) ≥ distc(v, t) + c(u, v) ≥ distc(u, t) > β,
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which yield a contradiction. Hence, this case cannot occur.
Case 3: β ≥ distc(u, t) and b[u,v](β) < distc(v, t). We know that, due to the triangle inequality,

d(u, v) + distd(v, t) ≥ distd(u, t) holds. Moreover, distc(v, t)− b[u,v](β) > 0 holds by assumption. We
can further exploit that distω(v, t) is at least the sum of distd(v, t) and distc(v, t)/ cfmax (note that
it is possibly greater if the shortest u–t paths in the graph wrt. the cost functions d and c differ).
After some substitutions, we thus get

d((u, v), β) = d(u, v)− πω(u, β) + πω(v, b[u,v](β))

= d(u, v)− distd(u, t) + distω(v, t)−
b[u,v](β)
cfmax

≥ d(u, v)− distd(u, t) + distd(v, t) + distc(v, t)
cfmax

−
b[u,v](β)
cfmax

≥ 0.

Case 4: β ≥ distc(u, t) and b[u,v](β) ≥ distc(v, t). This case is trivial; feasibility follows directly
from the triangle inequality.

The potential function πω always evaluates to 0 at the target and overestimates charging speed
by construction. As for consistent keys, defined for a label ` as k∗(`) = minτ∈R≥0 τ + π(v, f〈`〉(τ)),
observe that the corresponding terms τ+distd(v, t) and τ+distω(v, t)−(f〈`〉(τ)/ cfmax) in Equation 3
increase with τ (the term f〈`〉(τ)/ cfmax increases with a slope of at most 1). Thus, we obtain the
consistent key for the label ` by computing the value of τ + πω(v, f〈`〉(τ)) at the minimum feasible
trip time τ1 := τmin(f〈`〉) of f〈`〉 and at the minimum trip time τ2 with f〈`〉(τ2) ≥ distc(v, t), if it
exists. The minimum of both values yields a consistent key, given as k∗(`) = min{τ1, τ2}. Together
with Lemma 3, this implies correctness of CFP when applying potential shifting with the function πω.

Potentials Based on Bound Function Propagation. Even though the potential function πω incor-
porates SoC, lower bounds may be too conservative in that they presume recharging is possible at any
time and with the best charging rate. We attempt to be more precise, while keeping computational
effort limited, by explicitly constructing lower bound functions. Again, we run (at query time) a
label-correcting backward search from the given target t, but this time computing for each vertex
v ∈ V a piecewise linear function

¯
f : R→ R≥0∪{∞} mapping SoC to a lower bound on the trip time

from v to t. These piecewise linear functions are represented by sequences F = [(β1, τ1), . . . , (βk, τk)]
of breakpoints such that

¯
f(β) =∞ for β < β1,

¯
f(β) = τk for β ≥ βk, and the function is evaluated by

linear interpolation between breakpoints. If the sequence F of breakpoints is empty, denoted F = ∅,
we obtain

¯
f ≡ ∞. During the backward search, each vertex stores a single label consisting of such a

piecewise linear function. To simplify the search, we ignore battery constraints. Hence, domains of
bounds are not restricted to [0,M ] and we compute (possibly negative) lower bounds on the SoC
necessary to reach t. However, we maintain the invariant that all functions are decreasing and convex
on the interval [β1,∞). This greatly simplifies label updates and the computation of functions,
which we describe in detail below.

The algorithm resembles (label-correcting) profile search [13, 53] and its pseudocode is outlined
in Algorithm 2. It is initialized in Lines 1–4 with a function

¯
ft, represented by a single breakpoint

Ft = [(0, 0)] at the target vertex t, i. e.,
¯
ft(β) evaluates to 0 for arbitrary values β ∈ R≥0. All other

labels are empty, so their functions always evaluate to ∞. Each step of the algorithm’s main loop
(Lines 5–13) scans a vertex with minimum key (the key of a vertex v ∈ V is the minimum function
value minβ∈R

¯
fv(β) of its label

¯
fv).
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of the function-propagating potential search for CFP.

// initialize labels
1 foreach v ∈ V do
2

¯
fv ←− ∅

3
¯
ft ←− [(0, 0)]

4 Q.insert(t, 0)

// run main loop
5 while Q.isNotEmpty() do
6 v ←− Q.deleteMin()

// handle charging stations
7 if v ∈ S then
8

¯
fv ←− extend(

¯
fv, c̃cfv)

// scan outgoing arcs
9 foreach (u, v) ∈ A do

10
¯
f ←− shift(

¯
fv, [(c(u, v), d(u, v))])

11 if ∃τ ∈ R :
¯
f(τ) <

¯
fu(τ) then

12
¯
fu ←− merge(

¯
fu,

¯
f)

13 Q.update(u, k(
¯
fu))

Whenever the search reaches a charging station v ∈ S, we have to ensure that the possibility
of recharging is reflected in the label of v and that the function overestimates charging speed. To
this end, we extend the (tentative) lower bound function

¯
fv with the charging function c̃cfv (Line 8

of Algorithm 2). The result of this operation is a new (tentative) lower bound on the trip time
that incorporates recharging at v and has a slope of at least −1/ cfmax(v) (on its subdomain with
finite image). Assume we are given a piecewise linear, convex function

¯
fv at v with breakpoints

Fv = [(β1, τ1), . . . , (βk, τk)] that maps SoC to trip time without recharging at v. We obtain the
result

¯
f of extending

¯
fv with c̃cfv as follows; see Figure 8 for an example. In accordance with our

requirements for the potential at v, we approximate c̃cfv with a lower bound given by a single segment
with slope 1/ cfmax(v); see Figure 8a. Distributing (lower bounds on) charging time among c̃cfv and
stations represented by

¯
fv then corresponds to shifting this segment along the y-axis such that it

intersects the graph of
¯
fv; see Figure 8b. To find a lower bound on the best possible distribution,

let i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1} be the unique index (if it exists) such that

τi − τi−1
βi − βi−1

≤ − 1
cfmax(v) <

τi+1 − τi
βi+1 − βi

,

i. e., the (negative, inverse) maximum slope of c̃cfv is at least the slope of the segment from βi−1
to βi, but lower than the slopes of all subsequent segments. We set i := 1 if the maximum slope of
c̃cfv is below the slope of the first segment (from β1 to β2), and i := k if the maximum slope of c̃cfv
is at least the slope of the last segment (from βk−1 to βk). Then, if βi ≤ 0, the function

¯
fv remains

unchanged, i. e.,
¯
f =

¯
fv, as charging at v cannot decrease the lower bound in this case. Otherwise,

¯
f

is defined by the sequence F := [(0, τi + βi/ cfmax(v)), (βi, τi), . . . , (βk, τk)]; see Figure 8b. The first
segment of this function corresponds to an estimate of the time to charge to an SoC of βi plus the
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Figure 8: Extending functions in the function propagating backward search. (a) The (expanded) inverse
charging function c̃cf −1

v of a charging station v ∈ S maps SoC to charging time. The dashed line
indicates its (inverse) maximum slope, which we use to approximate the (inverse) charging function
with a single segment. (b) The lower bound function

¯
fv (dashed) and the result

¯
f of extending it

with the charging function c̃cfv (dark blue)

remaining trip time to t. By construction,
¯
f is convex and overestimates charging speed (provided

that the same holds for
¯
fv).

Since we ignore battery constraints, scanning an incoming arc (u, v) ∈ A of v boils down to shifting
all breakpoints of the current function

¯
fv by c(u, v) and d(u, v) on the x- and y-axis, respectively.

More formally, given the breakpoints Fv = [(β1, τ1), . . . , (βk, τk)] of
¯
fv, we compute a function

¯
f with

F := [(β1 + c(u, v), τ1 + d(u, v)), . . . , (βk + c(u, v), τk + d(u, v))].

Then, we check whether the function
¯
f is smaller than the function

¯
fu in the label of u for at least

one β ∈ R. If this is the case, we merge
¯
f and

¯
fu, i. e., we compute the function defined as their

pointwise minimum
¯
fu(β) := min{

¯
f(β),

¯
fu(β)} for all β ∈ R. This operation requires a linear-time

scan over the breakpoints of both involved functions, similar to label-correcting profile searches in
time-dependent route planning [3, 8, 13]. The resulting function

¯
fv is again piecewise linear, but

may no longer be convex. Therefore, we compute, during each merge operation, the convex lower
hull of the result using Graham’s scan [29]. While (slightly) deteriorating the quality of the bound,
this reduces the number of breakpoints and simplifies handling of charging stations. We obtain a
convex function, which is stored in the label of v. The vertex v is also updated in the priority queue.

Again, it is easy to see that the resulting potential function πf : V × [0,M ]∪ {−∞} → R≥0 ∪ {∞}
is consistent when using the computed bounds by setting πf (v, β) :=

¯
fv(β) for v ∈ V and β ∈ [0,M ].

Lemma 4 proves this formally. The consistent key k∗(`) = minτ≥0 τ + πf (v, f〈`〉(τ)) of a label ` at
some vertex v ∈ V is computed in a linear scan over f〈`〉 and the breakpoints of the piecewise linear
function

¯
fv.

Lemma 4. The potential function πf is consistent.

Proof. For an arbitrary arc (u, v) ∈ A, consider the piecewise linear functions
¯
fu and

¯
fv at u and v,

respectively, after the backward search has terminated. We show that the reduced costs d((u, v), β)
are nonnegative for all β ∈ [0,M ]. We know that

¯
fu is upper bounded by the result of shifting

¯
fv

by the costs c(u, v) and d(u, v) of the arc (u, v) traversed in backward direction, since this function
was merged with

¯
fu during the search. This implies that πf (v, β − c(u, v)) + d(u, v) ≥ πf (u, β)

holds for arbitrary β ∈ [0,M ]. Moreover, b[u,v](β) is a lower bound on β − c(u, v), so we have
πf (v, β − c(u, v)) ≤ πf (v, b[u,v](β)) because πf decreases with increasing SoC. Plugging this into the
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above inequality, we obtain d(u, v)− πf (u, β) + πf (v, b[u,v](β)) ≥ 0 for all β ∈ [0,M ], which proves
the claim.

Potential Search on Demand. Computing the potential function for every vertex in the graph
is wasteful for short-range queries. To speed up such queries, we run the backward searches that
compute vertex potentials on demand: Whenever the CFP search requires the potential of some
vertex v ∈ V that was not scanned by the backward search yet, the backward search is executed until
v is reached. It is then suspended and only resumed if the potential of another vertex is required
that the backward search has not visited. This procedure yields consistent potentials if the backward
search is label setting (otherwise, there is no guarantee that a lower bound was computed when a
vertex is scanned for the first time). In case of the potential function πω, this can be ensured by
applying Johnson’s shifting technique [36] to its backward searches. For the potential function πf ,
however, the function-propagating search is label correcting, so computing πf on demand becomes
more involved. We describe modifications to the search and the lower bounds to ensure that πf is
indeed a consistent potential, even if the search is suspended before it terminates.
First, we can ensure that the minimum key in the priority queue of the backward search is

nondecreasing during the course of the algorithm: After scanning an arc (u, v) ∈ A, consider two
functions

¯
f and

¯
fu corresponding to the result of scanning the arc (u, v) in backward direction and

the current label at u, respectively, before merging these two functions (see Line 12 in Algorithm 2).
Let

¯
f∗u denote the result after merging. Since

¯
f∗u is the convex lower hull of the minimum of

¯
f

and
¯
fu, every breakpoint in

¯
f∗u must also be contained in

¯
f or

¯
fu. Let (β, τ) be the breakpoint

with minimum trip time τ ∈ R≥0 contained in the corresponding sequence
¯
F ∗u of

¯
f∗u , but not in the

sequence
¯
Fu of

¯
fu, i. e., (β, τ) ∈

¯
F ∗u and (β, τ) /∈

¯
Fu. If the result of merging improves the label at u,

such a point must exist. We set the key of u in the priority queue to the minimum of τ and its
current key. Since driving time is nonnegative, scanning an arc may only increase the driving time
of newly added breakpoints. As a result, propagating breakpoints never decreases the minimum key
in the priority queue.

Assume that the backward search is suspended at some point and let τ∗ ∈ R≥0 be current minimum
key of the priority queue. For each vertex v ∈ V , consider its current label

¯
fv. Let

¯
f∗v denote the

function obtained after applying Graham’s scan to the result of merging
¯
fv and the function induced

by the single breakpoint [(0, τ∗)]. We claim that the potential function π∗f with π∗f (v, β) :=
¯
f∗v (β) for

all v ∈ V and β ∈ [0,M ] is consistent. To see this, consider a (multi-)graph G′ = (V,A′) constructed
from the input graph G by adding, for every v ∈ V , an arc (v, t) with driving time d(v, t) := τ∗ and
consumption c(v, t) := 0. It is easy to verify that the potential function π∗f on G is equivalent to the
potential function πf on G′. Hence, π∗f is a consistent potential function for G′. Observe that this
immediately implies that π∗f is also consistent on G, since reduced arc costs must be nonnegative for
the subset A ⊆ A′. Lemma 5 follows immediately from this observation and Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. The potential function π∗f is consistent.

Note that we have to keep the original function
¯
fv after suspending the backward search, in

case it is resumed later. Hence, we do not store π∗f explicitly, but perform the necessary merge
operation and Graham’s scan on demand when the potential is requested. Given that keys of labels
are consistent and by Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and Lemma 5, we obtain Theorem 2, which summarizes
our findings on A* search.

Theorem 2. The CFP algorithm computes the correct output when using either of the potential
functions πω, πf , or π∗f .
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Implementation Details. When using potentials on demand, we can suspend the backward search
at any time and derive lower bounds for CFP. However, bound quality of π∗f may deteriorate if the
search is suspended too early, as it depends on the current minimum key in the priority queue of
the backward search. Therefore, we do not abort the search immediately when a vertex v ∈ V in
question is scanned for the first time, but continue until the minimum key τ∗ in the priority queue is
significantly greater than the key induced by the first breakpoint (β1, τ1) of

¯
fv (in our experiments,

we suspend the search if τ∗ > min{2τ1, τ1 + 3 600}, where time is measured in seconds).

6 Contraction Hierarchies
During an offline step, CH preprocessing [24] iteratively contracts the vertices of the input graph
and adds shortcuts in the remaining graph to retain correct distances. These shortcuts then help
reducing the search space in online queries. When adapting CH to our scenario, vertex contraction
becomes more expensive, as each shortcut represents a pair consisting of driving time and an SoC
profile. Moreover, we need a shortcut for every nondominated path. Hence, the resulting search
graph may contain multi-arcs.
We compute a partial CH, i. e., we contract only some vertices (the component), leaving an

uncontracted core graph—a common approach in complex scenarios [16, 21, 55]. As in Storandt [55],
we keep all charging stations in the graph uncontracted. Thus, complexity induced by charging
stations only is contained within the core (simplifying the search in the component). Shortcuts store
the driving time and the SoC profile (represented by three values as described in Section 2) of the
path they represent.

Witness Search. During preprocessing, we perform witness searches when contracting a vertex,
to test whether all shortcut candidates are necessary to maintain distances in the current overlay.
Given a shortcut candidate (u, v) with u ∈ V and v ∈ V , we run a variant of the BSP algorithm that
propagates labels consisting of the driving time and the SoC profile of a path (represented by three
values), starting from u. A label dominates another label in this search if its driving time is smaller
or equal to the driving time of the other label and its SoC profile dominates that of the other label.
Keys in the priority queue follow a lexicographic order of the labels. The witness search stops if
either the shortcut candidate is dominated by a label at v or the minimum key in the priority queue
exceeds the key induced by the shortcut candidate.
In order to reduce preprocessing time, we simplify the witness search as follows. First, we only

search for single witnesses that dominate a shortcut candidate. In other words, we only perform
pairwise comparisons between labels at the head of a shortcut candidate and the candidate itself.
Thereby, we might insert an unnecessary shortcut whose SoC profile is dominated by the upper
envelope of multiple SoC profiles corresponding to labels with lower driving time. Second, during the
witness search, we limit the number of labels per vertex to a small constant (10 in our experiments).
Whenever this size is exceeded, we identify (in a linear scan over the sorted labels) the pair of labels
that has the minimum difference in terms of driving time. Of these two labels, we remove the one
with smaller difference to its next closest label (in order to keep the gap between the remaining
labels small). Finally, following Geisberger et al. [24], we prune the search after a fixed hop limit (20
in our experiments). Taking these measures, we may possibly insert unnecessary shortcuts. Thus,
queries may slow down slightly, but correctness is not affected.

Queries. Since we compute a partial CH, the query algorithm consists of two phases. Given a
source s ∈ V , a target t ∈ V , and the initial SoC β ∈ [0,M ], the first phase runs a backward
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CH search from t, scanning only upward arcs wrt. the vertex order. This search operates on the
component, so it is pruned at core vertices (i. e., core vertices are not inserted into the priority queue).
As the component contains no charging stations, a basic variant of the BSP algorithm suffices. Note,
however, that the SoC at t is yet unknown and therefore, the search algorithm computes SoC profiles
instead of SoC values (as in the witness search). For every nondominated label at any vertex visited
by the search, we add a (temporary) shortcut from this vertex to the target. The second phase
runs CFP from s and is restricted to upward arcs, core arcs, and the temporary arcs added by the
backward search.

Implementation Details. During preprocessing of CH, the next vertex in the contraction order
is determined from the measures Edge Difference (ED), Deleted Neighbors (DN), and Cost of
Queries (CQ) according to Geisberger et al. [24]. The priority of a vertex (higher priority means
higher importance) is then set to 64 ED + DN + CQ. To reduce the number of necessary witness
searches, we cache shortcuts computed during the computation of ED. This requires a simulated
contraction; see Geisberger et al. [24]. Whenever witness searches for multiple shortcuts with the
same source are required during contraction of some vertex, we run a single multi-target search
instead. Further, to improve query times, we reorder vertices after preprocessing, such that core
vertices are in consecutive memory.

7 CHArge
Combining CH and A* search (restricting A* search to the core), we obtain our fastest exact
algorithm, CHArge (CH, A*, Charging Stops). The query algorithm consists of three phases, namely,
a unidirectional (backward) phase from t in the component to add temporary shortcuts, a backward
search in the (much smaller) core enriched with temporary shortcuts to compute a potential function
(either πω or π∗f ), and a forward phase running CFP (augmented with A* search) from s, which is
restricted to upward arcs, core arcs, and temporary arcs. Potentials of component vertices are set to
0 for this search. Observe that consistency of the resulting potential function is not violated, since
there are no arcs pointing from the core into the component. As described in Section 5, potentials
in the core can be computed on demand, in which case the second and third phase are interweaved
and their searches are executed alternately.

Computing Potentials in the Core. To decrease running time of the second phase, we precompute
lower bounds of core shortcuts for the potential function π∗f , i. e., for each (ordered) pair u ∈ V and
v ∈ V of vertices connected by at least one shortcut, we compute a decreasing and convex piecewise
linear function that yields a lower bound on driving time from u to v for a given SoC. To this end,
we perform Graham’s scan [29] on all pairs [(β, τ)] of minimum required SoC β ∈ [0,M ] and driving
time τ ∈ R≥0 corresponding to some shortcut arc between u and v (recall that the component may
contain multi-arcs). However, this also requires us to adapt the function-propagating search in the
second phase, since scanning an arc no longer consists of simply shifting a function by two constant
values (cf. Line 10 of Algorithm 2). Instead, piecewise linear functions of labels have to be linked
with shortcut arcs, which are represented by piecewise linear functions as well. In what follows, we
describe how this is done in time linear in the number of breakpoints of both functions.
Consider two piecewise linear functions f1 : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} and f2 : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} mapping

SoC to lower bounds on the trip time along two paths in the graph, such that both are decreasing and
convex on their subdomains with finite image. Let the functions be given by their respective sequences
F1 = [(β1

1 , τ
1
1 ), . . . , (βk1 , τk1 )] and F2 = [(β1

2 , τ
1
2 ), . . . , (β`2, τ `2)] of breakpoints. The link operation takes
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Figure 9: Linking piecewise linear lower bound functions. Linear segments between indicated breakpoints
show (finite) values of two functions and the result of linking them. (a) The function f1 is defined by
three breakpoints. (b) The function f2 is defined by two breakpoints. (c) Linking f1 and f2 yields
the function f . It is the lower envelope of the shaded area, which corresponds to (finite) values of
f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗) for different choices of β∗ ∈ R.

the functions f1 and f2 as input and computes a function f that reflects the concatenation of both
paths. Hence, given an arbitrary SoC β ∈ [0,M ], the value f(β) is a lower bound on the trip time
when traversing the paths represented by f1 and f2, such that overall consumption does not exceed
the SoC β. To this end, the link operation identifies values β1 ∈ R and β2 ∈ R, such that β1 +β2 = β
and f1(β1) + f2(β2) is minimized. Hence, we seek to compute the function f : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} with

f(β) := min
β∗∈R

f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗), (4)

which yields the desired lower bound on the trip time for traversing f1 and f2. Figure 9 shows
an example. Below, we describe an algorithm that computes a sequence F of breakpoints that
represents this function f . Afterwards, we prove its correctness.

Starting with an empty sequence F = ∅, the link operation iteratively appends breakpoints to F ,
each of which is the sum of two breakpoints from F1 and F2. For β = β1

1 + β1
2 , there exists exactly

one value β∗ = β1
1 in Equation 4 that yields a finite trip time. We obtain f(β1

1 + β1
2) = τ1

1 + τ1
2 and

the first breakpoint of F is (β1
1 + β1

2 , τ
1
1 + τ1

2 ). For subsequent breakpoints, the basic idea is to follow
the function that offers the better (i. e., lower) slope. Assume that the previous breakpoint added to
F is (βi1 + βj2, τ

i
1 + τ j2 ) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , `}. Consider the slope

σi1 :=


βi+1

1 −βi
1

τ i+1
1 −τ i

1
if i < k,

0 otherwise,

of the next segment of the function f1. Let the slope σj2 be defined symmetrically. Then the next
breakpoint is (βi+1

1 +βj2, τ i+1
1 +τ j2 ) if σi1 < σj2 and (βi1 +βj+1

2 , τ i1 +τ j+1
2 ) if σi1 > σj2. In other words, we

pick the next breakpoint of the currently steeper function (keeping the same point as before for the
other function). In the special case σi1 = σj2 we obtain three collinear points, so the next breakpoint
is (βi+1

1 + βj+1
2 , τ i+1

1 + τ j+1
2 ). The scan is stopped as soon as the last point (βk1 + β`2, τ

k
1 + τ `2) is

reached and added to F .
Clearly, the scan described above runs in linear time in the number k + ` of breakpoints of f1

and f2. Moreover, as segments are appended in increasing order of original slope, the resulting
function f is also decreasing and convex. Lemma 6 formally proves that the link operation in fact
computes the correct result.
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Lemma 6. Let f1 : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} and f2 : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} be piecewise linear functions defined
by sequences F1 = [(β1

1 , τ
1
1 ), . . . , (βk1 , τk1 )] and F2 = [(β1

2 , τ
1
2 ), . . . , (β`2, τ `2)] of breakpoints, respectively,

such that both functions are decreasing and convex on their subdomains [β1
1 ,∞) and [β1

2 ,∞) with finite
image. The link operation described above computes a sequence F of breakpoints that corresponds to
a function f : R→ R≥0 ∪ {∞} with f(β) = minβ∗∈R f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗).

Proof. For β < β1
1 +β1

2 , there exists no value β∗ ∈ R such that f1(β∗) and f2(β−β∗) are both finite,
so the result of linking equals ∞. For β = β1

1 + β1
2 there is exactly one such value β∗ ∈ R that yields

a finite trip time and we obtain f(β1
1 +β1

2) = τ1
1 + τ1

2 , which corresponds to the first breakpoint of F .
Let (βi1 + βj2, τ

i
1 + τ j2 ) with i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , `} denote the last point that was added

to F . Without loss of generality, assume that i < k and the next segment of the function f1 is at
least as steep as the next segment of f2, i. e., σi1 ≤ σj2. Hence, our algorithm sets (βi+1

1 +βj2, τ i+1
1 +τ j2 )

as the next breakpoint of F (or adds a segment that contains this point in the special case σi1 = σj2).
Thus, the slope of f is σi1 for all β ∈ [βi1 + βj2, β

i+1
1 + βj2]. To prove the claim, we show that

f(β) = τ i1 + τ j2 + σi1(β − βi1 − β
j
2) ≤ f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗)

holds for all β ∈ [βi1 + βj2, β
i+1
1 + βj2] and β∗ ∈ R. Since both f1 and f2 are convex, we know that

f1(β) ≥ τ i1 + σi1(β − βi1) and f2(β) ≥ τ j2 + σj2(β − βj2) hold for all β ∈ R. This immediately yields

f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗) ≥ τ i1 + σi1(β∗ − βi1) + τ j2 + σj2(β − β∗ − βj2)
≥ τ i1 + σi1(β∗ − βi1) + τ j2 + σi1(β − β∗ − βj2)
= τ i1 + τ j2 + σi1(β − βi1 − β

j
2)

= f(β).

Since f(β) ≥ minβ∗∈R f1(β∗) + f2(β − β∗) must hold for all β ∈ R by construction, this completes
our proof.

8 Heuristic Approaches
With an NP-hard problem at hand, we propose heuristic approaches based on CHArge, which drop
optimality to reduce query times. Their basic idea is as follows. During the third phase of CHArge
(running the CFP algorithm on the core graph), whenever the search scans multiple shortcuts (u, v)
between two vertices u ∈ V and v ∈ V , at most one new label is added to Luns(v). This saves time
for dominance checks and label insertion in the label set Luns(v). We use the potential at v to
determine a shortcut that minimizes the key of the new label (i. e., the trip time from the source s
to v plus a lower bound on the trip time from v to the target t), and add only this label to Luns(v).
Recall that the potential depends on the SoC at v, hence scanning different shortcuts may result in
different potentials at v.
Our first heuristic, denoted CHArge-Hf , uses the potential function πf to determine the best

shortcut. Given a label ` at some vertex u ∈ V , scanning an outgoing shortcut (u, v) to a vertex
v ∈ V results in some label `′ at v. We compute its key, which minimizes the sum τ + πf (v, f〈`′〉(τ))
for arbitrary τ ∈ R≥0 (as described in Section 5). However, the label is only added to Luns(v)
afterwards if this key is minimal among all labels at v constructed within the current vertex scan.

The idea of our second heuristic, denoted CHArge-Hω, is to use the potential function πω instead
of πf . Additionally, when identifying the only label to be inserted into the set Luns(v) of a
vertex v ∈ V , we ignore battery constraints and presume that we are not close to the target, i. e.,
that we are in the case β < distc(v, t) of Equation 3 for arbitrary SoC β ∈ [0,M ]. Then the best
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shortcut (u, v) does not depend on the SoC at v, but only on the distance distω(v, t). Hence, we can
precompute the optimal shortcut for each pair of neighbors u ∈ V and v ∈ V , namely, the one that
minimizes the cost ω(u, v) of the shortcut. During a query, instead of scanning all shortcuts, we
always use the precomputed shortcut for each neighbor v of u.

A third, even more aggressive variant, which we denote by CHArge-HA
ω , uses the same idea as in

CHArge-Hω already during vertex contraction for CH, keeping only the optimal shortcut wrt. the
cost function ω for each pair of vertices. Thus, we no longer allow the creation of multi-arcs during
preprocessing. This significantly reduces the total number of shortcuts in the core graph, allowing
the contraction of further vertices. While the resulting search graph can no longer be used for exact
queries, CHArge-HA

ω is capable of answering heuristic queries much faster. The query algorithm of
CHArge-HA

ω is identical to CHArge-Hω, however, solutions may differ as it operates on a sparser
graph.

An Optimality Criterion. Despite their heuristic nature, it is actually possible to formally grasp
under which circumstances the heuristics CHArge-Hω and CHArge-HA

ω use an optimal shortcut [65].
Basically, we know that if charging is inevitable and charging at a rate of cfmax is possible when
needed, then distω(·, ·) yields a tight bound on the remaining trip time. The following Lemma 7
formalizes this insight. Recall that when computing shortcut arcs (u, v) for two vertices u ∈ V
and v ∈ V , the only possible charging stations on the underlying u–v path are u and v (see Section 6).

Lemma 7. Given two vertices u ∈ V and v ∈ V , a u–v path P that contains no charging stations
(except possibly u and v) and minimizes the cost ω(P ) wrt. the function ω among all u–v paths is a
subpath of a fastest feasible s–t path if the following conditions are met.

1. The fastest feasible s–t path contains u and v in this order, but no charging station on the
subpath from u to v (except u and v).

2. The SoC at u is not sufficient to reach t without recharging.

3. The SoC never reaches the capacity M (such that battery constraints need to be applied) on
the path from u to the next charging station that is used.

4. There is a charging station available on the subpath from v to t before the battery runs out and
the uniform charging speed at this station is cfmax.

Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that paths are unique wrt. the weight function ω.
Assume that all four conditions are met and let P be the u–v path that minimizes ω(P ). Furthermore,
let τP be the minimal trip time from s to t when using P as the subpath from u to v. Assume for
contradiction that there exists another path P ′ from u to v (without a charging station except u
and v) inducing a total trip time from s to t of τP ′ < τP .
Case 1: We first consider the case of d(P ′) ≤ d(P ), i. e., the driving time of P ′ is less than

the driving time of P . Since P minimizes the cost ω(P ), it follows that c(P ′) > c(P ) (where
c(P ) denotes the sum of the consumption values of all arcs in the path P ). We replace P ′ in the
fastest s–t path with P . This increases the total trip time of the s–t path by d(P )− d(P ′) ≥ 0. It
remains feasible, since the energy consumption does not increase. By Condition 2, t is not reachable
without recharging after reaching u. Hence, there has to be a charging station on the v–t path that
is used. Due to Condition 3, the battery limit is never reached between v and this charging station.
Therefore, when replacing P ′ with P , the SoC at the charging station increases by c(P ′)− c(P ) > 0.
Consequently, we do not have to recharge this amount of energy, which reduces the charging time
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by (c(P ′)− c(P ))/ cfmax. Thus, the trip time when replacing P ′ with P is given by

τP ′ + d(P )− d(P ′)− c(P ′)− c(P )
cfmax

≥ τP .

This value cannot be less than τP , since τP is the minimal trip time when using P . We use
that τP − τP ′ > 0 holds per assumption, which leads to

d(P )− d(P ′)− c(P ′)− c(P )
cfmax

≥ τP − τP ′ > 0

⇔ d(P ) + c(P )
cfmax

> d(P ′) + c(P ′)
cfmax

⇔ ω(P ) > ω(P ′),

contradicting the fact that P is the u–v path that minimizes the cost ω when going from u to v.
Case 2: We consider the case of d(P ′) > d(P ). Hence, we have c(P ′) ≤ c(P ). Again, we

replace P ′ with P in the s–t path, which reduces the driving time by d(P ′) − d(P ) and the SoC
at v by c(P ) − c(P ′). Condition 4 ensures that there is a charging station available on the path
from v to t, which we use to recharge the missing energy. Condition 3 states that the SoC is always
below the battery limit between u and this charging station. Therefore, when reaching the charging
station, the amount of energy missing is c(P )− c(P ′) compared to the s–t path using P ′. We use
the charging station to recharge this amount of energy, to ensure that the path to t remains feasible.
Altogether, the trip time for reaching t when replacing P ′ with P is given by

τP ′ −
(
d(P ′)− d(P )

)
+ c(P )− c(P ′)

cfmax
≥ τP .

As in the first case, this is equivalent to ω(P ) > ω(P ′), which is a contradiction to our assumption
that P minimizes the cost ω. This completes the proof.

9 Experiments
All implementations are in C++ using g++ 4.8.3 (-O3) as compiler. Experiments were conducted
on a single core of a 4-core Intel Xeon E5-1630v3 clocked at 3.7GHz, 128GiB of DDR4-2133 RAM,
10MiB of L3 cache, and 256KiB of L2 cache.

Instances. Our main instances are based on the road network of Europe (Eur) and the subnetwork
of Germany (Ger), kindly provided by PTV AG (ptvgroup.com). As in our previous work [7], we
extracted average speeds and categories of road segments, augmented by elevation data from the

Table 1: Instances. We report the number of vertices (including charging stations), arcs, negative consumption
arcs (as a fraction of total arcs), as well as charging stations alone (CS) obtained from ChargeMap.
Note that the Southern Germany instance based on OSM data has many degree-2 vertices, meant for
visualization.

Instance #Vertices #Arcs #Arcs with c < 0 #CS

Germany 4 692 091 10 805 429 1 119 710 (10.36%) 1 966
Europe 22 198 628 51 088 095 6 060 648 (11.86%) 13 810
Southern Germany 5 588 146 11 711 088 1 142 391 (9.75%) 643
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Figure 10: Distribution of charging stations in Europe according to ChargeMap data. We see differences in
the distribution of charging stations, which is very dense in the Netherlands and Switzerland. On
the other hand, Spain, Italy, and Poland contain relatively few charging stations in our data set.
Note that the United Kingdom is not contained in our instance, because we extracted the largest
strongly connected component of the input (in which the United Kingdom is only reachable via
ferry).

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), v4.1 (srtm.csi.cgiar.org). We derived realistic
energy consumption from a detailed micro-scale emission model [34], calibrated to a real Peugeot iOn.
It has a battery capacity of 16 kWh, but we also evaluate for 85 kWh, as in high-end Tesla models (with
a range of 400–500 km). Moreover, we located charging stations on ChargeMap (chargemap.com).
Figure 10 shows the distribution of charging stations on the Europe instance according to ChargeMap
data. We also evaluate the largest instance considered by Storandt [55]. It uses OpenStreetMap
(OSM) data of Southern Germany enriched with SRTM, a basic physical consumption model, and
100–1 000 randomly chosen charging stations, but we also test on ChargeMap stations. See Table 1
for an overview of instances and their sizes. We constructed different charging functions to model
certain types of stations, namely, battery swapping stations (BSS), superchargers (charging an empty
battery to 80% in 34min for both vehicle models), as well as regular stations with fast (44 kW),
medium (22 kW), or slow (11 kW) charging power. For the three latter types of functions, we used
the physical model of Uhrig et al. [62] and approximated the corresponding charging functions with
a piecewise linear function (using six breakpoints at 0%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, and 100% SoC).
See Figure 11 for a plot showing the resulting charging functions for a battery capacity of 85 kWh.
We set initialization time to 3min for BSS and 1min for all other types of charging stations. Both
the road network and the energy consumption data mentioned above are based on proprietary data
sources, but this allowed us to perform experiments on highly detailed and realistic input data.

Table 2: Types of charging stations used in the different scenarios.
Scenario 11 kWh 22 kWh 44 kWh Sup.Ch. BSS

BSS — — — — 100%
Mixed 30% 30% 20% 10% 10%
Realistic 50% 40% 10% — —
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Figure 11: Charging functions we use in our experiments for a battery capacity of 85 kWh. Swapping stations
(which yield a departure SoC of 100% for any charging time) are not shown in the plot.

If not stated otherwise, queries are always generated by picking source and target vertices uniformly
at random and an initial SoC of βs = M . In our evaluation, we consider three different distributions
of charging stations; see Table 2 for an overview. In the first, all charging stations are BSS. This is
the simplest scenario we evaluate, which allows us to compare our algorithm to previous approaches
based on simpler models of charging functions [55]. The second uses a mixed composition of chargers,
for which we randomly pick 10% of all stations as BSS, 10% as superchargers, 20% as fast chargers,
and each 30% as medium and slow chargers. Containing various types of charging stations, this
scenario is much more difficult to solve for our approach. Finally, the third scenario reflects a more
realistic distribution of charging stations, where 10% of all stations are fast, 40% are medium,
and 50% are slow chargers. This roughly corresponds to the distribution of charging stations in
real-world road networks. In each scenario, the composition is fixed, i. e., every charging station
retains its type for all queries.

Evaluating Queries. We discuss preprocessing and query performance of our algorithms. We only
report the fastest exact method (CHArge with the potential πf ) and our heuristic approaches—for
results on plain CFP see below.
Table 3 shows details on preprocessing effort and query performance for different core sizes

on Germany (for a battery capacity of 16 kWh). In this experiment, vertex contraction during
preprocessing was stopped as soon as the average vertex degree in the core reached the threshold

Table 3: Impact of core size on performance (CHArge, Germany, 85 kWh). We stopped contraction if the
average degree in the core graph exceeded a certain threshold (ØDeg). We report the core size
(#Vertices), preprocessing time, and average query times of 1 000 queries answered by CHArge.

Core size Prepr. Query [ms]

ØDeg. #Vertices [h:m:s] BSS Mixed Realistic

8 344 066 (7.33%) 2:58 4 461.9 203 576.7 179 430.6
16 116 917 (2.49%) 4:01 1 773.4 6 739.0 4 423.1
32 65 375 (1.39%) 5:03 1 020.1 3 037.3 2 425.5
64 43 036 (0.91%) 7:07 1 062.2 3 184.5 2 533.9

128 30 526 (0.65%) 11:16 1 217.2 3 728.3 2 901.2
256 22 592 (0.48%) 20:22 1 566.0 4 987.5 4 144.4
512 17 431 (0.37%) 37:11 2 285.8 6 936.1 5 498.0
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Table 4: Preprocessing and query performance for different instances, charging station types, and battery
capacities. We report regular preprocessing times for CHArge (which also applies to the heuristics
CHArge-Hf and CHArge-Hω) and preprocessing times for CHArge-HA

ω , the percentage of feasible
queries, as well as average exact and heuristic query times of 1 000 queries.

Pr. [m:s] Query [ms]

Ins. M CS reg. HA
ω Feas. Exact Hf Hω HA

ω

G
er
m
an

y

16 kWh BSS 5:03 4:33 100% 1 607.6 1 278.3 548.8 23.5
16 kWh Mixed 5:03 4:33 100% 12 191.0 4 217.4 1 781.9 189.2
16 kWh Realistic 5:03 4:33 100% 6 177.5 2 613.0 1 119.3 103.6
85 kWh BSS 4:59 5:31 100% 1 020.1 988.1 174.3 31.6
85 kWh Mixed 4:59 5:31 100% 3 037.3 2 346.4 555.3 51.7
85 kWh Realistic 4:59 5:31 100% 2 425.5 1 405.7 358.7 45.6

Eu
ro
pe

16 kWh BSS 30:32 28:38 68% 5 958.7 3 050.8 4 046.7 153.0
16 kWh Mixed 30:32 28:38 68% 35 532.8 16 830.7 19 338.9 3 436.2
16 kWh Realistic 30:32 28:38 68% 20 310.0 11 650.4 13 986.7 2 146.5
85 kWh BSS 30:16 29:47 100% 31 548.3 22 602.6 1 571.3 52.8
85 kWh Mixed 30:16 29:47 100% 100 448.7 54 279.8 38 520.0 718.3
85 kWh Realistic 30:16 29:47 100% 74 362.2 40 828.3 13 596.2 514.9

shown in the first column of the table. We report resulting core graph sizes, preprocessing times, and
average query times of CHArge for 1 000 random queries on the BSS, mixed, and realistic station
composition, respectively. Apparently, preprocessing effort increases with decreasing core size. We
achieve best query performance at an average core degree of 32. At higher degrees, the rather dense
core causes query times to increase. Therefore, we use a core degree of 32 as threshold to stop vertex
contraction in all further experiments. This results in relative core sizes of 1.3–1.7% on Germany
and Europe. Regarding query times, we observe that the BSS composition is the easiest to solve,
because vertex potentials are very accurate with only one available charging station type.

Table 4 shows detailed timings on performance for 1 000 queries on each considered instance. We
evaluate three scenarios (BSS only, mixed, and realistic compositions of charging stations) and use our
instances Germany and Europe with typical battery capacities (16 kWh and 85 kWh). Preprocessing
times are quite practical, considering the problem at hand, ranging from about 5–30minutes. As
before, the mixed and realistic scenarios are harder to solve. As a general observation, increasing
the maximum battery capacity leads to faster queries. This can be explained by the fact that less
charging is required, so goal direction provided by the potential functions of A* search is more
helpful. A notable exception is the capacity of 16 kWh on Europe. In this case, the number of feasible
queries drops significantly, due to a highly non-uniform distribution of charging stations (sparse
in parts of Southern and Eastern Europe; see Figure 10). This benefits approaches based on the
potential function πf , as we can often detect infeasibility already during potential computation (the
lower bound on trip time evaluates to ∞). On the other hand, infeasible queries often deteriorate
the performance when using the potential function πω: Because the target is never reached, large
parts of the graph are explored until the queue runs empty.

All in all, running times of the exact algorithm are below 15 seconds on average on Germany and
at most 100 seconds on Europe, which is quite notable given that we could not even run a single
(long-distance) CFP query on this instance in several hours. Note that the mixed composition is a
rather difficult configuration for our algorithms, due to large differences in the charging speeds of
the available charging station types (which results in less accurate vertex potentials). When using
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Table 5: Detailed query performance of CHArge (Germany, 85 kWh) for mixed and realistic charging sta-
tions (CS). For exact CHArge (Ex.) and the different heuristics (Hf , Hω, and HA

ω ), we report average
values of the number of settled labels (#Labels), pairwise dominance checks (#Dom.), and running
times for 1 000 queries. For the resulting trips, we report the percentage of feasible and optimal paths,
average and maximum increase in trip time compared to an optimal solution, as well as average trip
time and average total charging time on the resulting routes.

Query Trip Quality Trip Times

CS Algo. #Labels #Dom. Time [ms] Feas. Opt. Avg. Max. τtrip τcharge

M
ix
ed

Ex. 490 421 61 183 835 3 037.3 100% 100% 1.0000 1.0000 3:25:45 2:01
Hf 468 977 161 103 2 346.4 100% 84% 1.0012 1.0519 3:26:00 2:01
Hω 313 018 7 864 494 555.3 100% 82% 1.0004 1.0198 3:25:50 2:01
HA

ω 16 110 45 471 51.7 100% 54% 1.0198 1.1833 3:29:49 2:02

R
ea
lis
tic

Ex. 406 961 49 901 425 2 425.5 100% 100% 1.0000 1.0000 3:43:58 23:11
Hf 345 397 112 669 1 405.7 100% 84% 1.0006 1.0362 3:44:05 23:11
Hω 219 620 4 061 188 358.7 100% 69% 1.0010 1.0524 3:44:12 23:11
HA

ω 16 837 38 691 45.6 100% 59% 1.0153 1.1575 3:47:24 23:29

the potential function πω for (exact) CHArge (not reported in the table), running times increase by
up to an order of magnitude, depending on the scenario. Hence, plugging in the more sophisticated
potential function πf pays off. For heuristic approaches, we see that—in contrast to CHArge—those
based on the potential function πω are faster (except for instances with many infeasible queries).
Table 5 reports detailed figures (for the same set of queries as in Table 4) on Germany, using

a battery capacity of 85 kWh. We argue that this results in the most sensible queries: Due to a
reasonably dense distribution of charging stations in Germany (see Figure 10), all queries are feasible
and the target is always reachable with a small number of charging stops. Consequently, we obtain
an average trip time of 3 h 25min 45 sec and an average charging time of 2min 1 sec on Germany for
the mixed composition of charging stations. In contrast to that, queries across Europe evaluated
in Table 4 (which we analyze rather to show scalability of our algorithms) yield an average trip
time of over 10 h. We also add figures for the realistic scenario, which yields an average trip time
of 3 h 43min 58 sec and an average charging time of 23min 11 sec. Independent of the scenario and
the utilized algorithm, the number of required charging stops is 0.57 on average and no path has
more than four charging stops in total. Note that our algorithm does not exhibit any limit on the
number of charging stops. In theory, it is therefore easy to construct examples where an optimal
route contains a large number of charging stops (even in cases where the target is reachable with
only a few or no stops at all). However, this is unlikely to happen in practice, since a charging
stop typically involves a detour and we also take initialization time into account. Our experiments
confirm this: The number of charging stops is small despite the fact that we assess a rather moderate
initialization time of only one minute.
Regarding the performance of our algorithms, we observe that the number of settled labels is a

good indicator of the running time. Moreover, all approaches are quite practical. Computing optimal
routes takes only a few seconds. The heuristic CHArge-Hω provides a good trade-off between running
times (300–600ms) and resulting errors (0.1% on average, 5% in the worst case). Our aggressive
approach CHArge-HA

ω allows query times of about 50ms on average, which is fast enough even for
interactive applications. However, we see that solution quality is up to 18% off the optimum in the
worst case. Still, the average error of all heuristics is very small, and the optimal solution is found in
more than half of the cases.
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Figure 12: Running times of CHArge subject to Dijkstra rank. Each point in the plot corresponds to the
median running time of 100 random queries of the indicated Dijkstra rank on Europe with a 85 kWh
battery and the realistic composition of charging stations. Each bar shows the average driving
time (blue) and charging time (green) that an optimal solution of the respective rank requires
(computed by CHArge).

Evaluating Scalability. In our evaluations above, we considered queries with source and target
vertices picked uniformly at random. Note that this typically results in long-distance queries (in
relation to the graph diameter). To distinguish local and long-distance queries, we consider the
Dijkstra rank of a query, which equals the number of queue extractions when running Dijkstra’s
algorithm from the source to the target with unconstrained driving time as arc costs [2, 50]. Thus,
higher ranks reflect queries that are more difficult to solve. Moreover, charging en route is only
required for queries of high rank.

Figure 12 shows median query running times, as well as average driving and charging times, on our
Europe instance with realistic charging stations, subject to their Dijkstra rank. We ran 100 queries
per rank. Query times for CFP are only reported up to a rank of 216, because for higher ranks at least
one query did not terminate within a predefined limit of one hour. The colored bars show that higher
Dijkstra ranks correspond to routes with longer travel time. The green part of each bar shows the
portion of the overall travel time that is spent at charging stations. Given a relatively large battery
capacity of 85 kWh, charging stops are only necessary for queries of the highest Dijkstra ranks,
starting from rank 221. Consequently, running times of our faster approaches increase significantly
at this rank. It also becomes evident that all approaches have exponential running times, with
timings of CHArge in the order of minutes for the highest ranks. Nevertheless, performance remains
practical for ranks beyond 220. Running times of our fastest heuristic (CHArge-HA

ω ) are well below
a second for the highest ranks.

Comparison with Related Work. We also consider the largest instance that was used to evaluate
the fastest approach for routes with charging stops in the literature [55]. It utilizes a simple physical
consumption model, where energy consumption of an arc is a linear combination of its horizontal
distance and slope. All charging stations in the original work are BSS, picked uniformly at random
from all vertices of the input graph. Table 6 shows detailed figures, using 100–1 000 randomly placed
charging stations (r100, r1000) and battery capacities that translate to a certain range in the physical
model. Query times are average values of 1 000 random queries. For completeness, we also run tests
on ChargeMap stations (only BSS), 643 of which are included in the considered road network. As
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Table 6: Comparison of CHArge with existing work [55]. For different distributions of charging stations and
ranges, we report preprocessing times of the existing approach [55], CHArge, and the heuristic CHArge-
HA

ω . Regarding queries, we show the percentage of feasible paths, as well as average exact and
heuristic query times of 1 000 queries. Results from the literature [55] are reported as is from a
Core i3-2310M, 2.1GHz.

Prepr. [m:s] Query [ms]

CS M [55] CHArge HA
ω Feas. [55] CHArge Hf Hω HA

ω

r1000 100 km 51:41 11:37 2:30 100% 539.0 122.1 93.7 38.1 2.7
r100 150 km 16:21 11:10 2:15 99% 1 150.0 206.0 116.5 26.9 1.4
c643 100 km — 11:21 2:32 98% — 326.3 282.6 48.3 3.3
c643 150 km — 11:28 2:29 99% — 308.3 270.0 22.7 2.9

before, query times are average values of 1 000 random queries. We observe that our approach is
faster wrt. both preprocessing and queries, even when taking differences in hardware into account.
At the same time, CHArge is more general and not inherently restricted to BSS. Furthermore,
note that a denser distribution of random charging stations enables faster query times: Although
preprocessing effort increases slightly (more charging stations are kept in the core), the potential
functions more often rightly assume that a station will be available close to the remaining path. We
see that using charging station locations from ChargeMap (c643) gives a slightly harder instance. In
conclusion, we are able to solve instances that are harder than those evaluated in the literature.

10 Conclusion
We introduced CFP, a novel approach for EV route planning that computes shortest feasible paths
with charging stops, minimizing overall trip time. Combining vertex contraction and charging-aware
goal-directed search, we developed CHArge, which solves this NP-hard problem optimally and
with practical performance even on large realistic inputs. For reasonable distances, our algorithm
computes solutions within seconds, making CHArge the first practical exact approach—with running
times similar to previous methods that are inexact or use less accurate models [28, 55]. Finally, we
proposed heuristic variants that enable even faster queries, while offering high-quality solutions.

Future work includes allowing multiple driving speeds (and consumption values) per road segment,
e. g., in order to save energy on the highway by driving at reasonable lower speeds [9, 33]. Moreover, we
are interested in more detailed models for energy consumption on turns. In preliminary experiments,
we modified our input instances according to a known arc-based approach for integrating turns [25].
Using a simple model that takes consumption overhead for acceleration and deceleration along turns
(or when speed limits change) into account, we observed that preprocessing took slightly longer but
also resulted in smaller cores, while query times remained nearly the same. This can be explained
by the fact that graph size increases when it is enriched with turn costs, but at the same time
the number of nondominated solutions decreases (minor detours no longer allow energy savings).
This clearly indicates that our techniques can be readily extended to handle turn costs and turn
restrictions.

For integration of historic and live traffic, the adaptation of customizable techniques appears to be
a natural extension of our approaches. While preliminary experiments showed that our techniques
based on CH perform equally fast on vertex orders required by Customizable CH [17], a major
challenge is the design of fast customization algorithms that can handle the dynamic data structures
required by label sets in our approach. On the other hand, preprocessing time for CHArge is already
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in the order of minutes and can even be reduced by increasing core size at the cost of higher query
times; see Table 3 in Section 9. This is fast enough for many applications that require frequent
updates of the underlying graph.
Furthermore, we are interested in extending our algorithms to more complex settings, e. g., by

taking into account that charging stations might currently be in use by other customers. In such a
scenario, some charging stations could also be reserved in advance to keep waiting times low [48].
For fast heuristic variants, it might also be useful to precompute potentials for A* search, as in
ALT [27]. From a more theoretical perspective, approximability of both problem settings considered
in this chapter is an open question. Results by Strehler et al. [58] include an FPTAS for a very
similar problem concerning routes with charging stops, which might extend to our setting.
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